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A quantum kicked rotor under the quantum resonance condition realizes a “mo-
mentum crystal". We investigated the quantum dynamics of such a periodic driven
system in momentum space, explained the exponential quantum spreading (EQS)
behaviour in an on-resonance double-kicked rotor model (ORDKR) under a near-
resonance condition. Topological analysis of the emerging extended kicked rotor with
an extra phase parameter reveals quantized pumping in momentum space. We suc-
ceeded in finding the topological equivalence between two popular models: the OR-
DKR and the kicked Harper model (KHM). We also investigated the adiabatic and non-
adiabatic pumping of such extended kicked rotor models. Using the same topological
classification of periodically driven quantum systems as in Ref. [1], we found quantized
pumping for a fast change of parameters over one cycle evolution. This brings great
convenience to experimental observations of such quantized pumping. Moreover, we
surprisingly found that an extremely simple rotor state |0i can be exploited to study the
adiabatic pumping or even topological phase transitions in an ORDKR.
1.2 Quantum resonant kicked rotor
The kicked rotor model is a paradigm of chaotic dynamics. It was not until the
atom-optics realization of the quantum kicked rotor (QKR) that studies of such quantum
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systems became a topic of active research. A lot of efforts have been done on the tran-
sitions from quantum to classical behaviours. As one important paradigm of quantum
chaos and quantum-classical correspondence, the kicked rotor model [2] has received
tremendous theoretical and experimental interest in the last three decades [2, 3]. For
typical experimental activities on the kicked rotor model within the last four years, we
would like to mention those listed in Ref. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
One interesting feature of the QKR is the existence of quantum resonances.
Quantum resonances have been observed in experiments and are intrinsic to quantum
mechanics. In this thesis, we investigate kicked rotor models for both on-resonance
and near-resonance cases. We were inspired by a recent discovery in Ref. [10]. The
long-lasting EQS reported therein is in striking contrast to all other known dynamical
behaviours in kicked rotor models. In Ref. [10], the model was set to near an anti-
resonance and the detuning is chosen to be sufficiently small. The EQS therein is
identified for one special case. We further extend the theory and make it applicable for
more general cases. The underlying mechanism for EQS is unrelated to the chaotic
motion in the classical limit but rests on the quasi-integrable motion in a pseudoclas-
sical limit. This kind of pseudoclassical approach of kicked systems near quantum
resonance conditions constitutes a powerful tool for digesting quantum dynamics that
is nevertheless in the deep quantum regime. Therefore it provides us with a promising
opportunity to study the quantum-classical correspondence in periodic driven quantum
systems.
1.3 Extended kicked rotor with an extra phase parameter
The understanding of topological properties of physical systems is of fundamental
importance. A phenomenon that has a topological origin always appears as a robust
behaviour that is insensitive to microscopic details. In sharp contrast, dynamical be-
haviours that are closely related to the system’s spectral properties, are sensitive to
many factors in general. Much efforts have been devoted to the study of such topo-
logically robust phenomena in static systems. However, topological phases are not
limited to static systems, they can also appear in driven quantum systems. In the last
few years, the periodically driven quantum systems has been a fast-growing research
field. A variety of robust and topologically protected phenomena have been found in
periodically driven quantum systems. Novel properties such as topological phases and
quantum phase transitions have been predicted as well.
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The kicked rotor model, which can be describe by a one-dimensional map, is one
of the simplest periodically driven systems and is quite amenable to rigorous mathe-
matical analysis. Variants of the kicked rotor model provide us with an extremely rich
platform to study topological properties of periodic driven quantum systems. In exper-
iments, the phase of the kicking potential can be manipulated easily and this in turn
provides us with an additional dimension of parameter space. The emerging extended
kicked rotor model represents one class of them. It has been studied both theoreti-
cally [11, 12, 13] and experimentally [8, 14].
In a recent study [15], a spectral comparison between the well-known kicked
Harper model (KHM) and an on-resonance double kicked rotor model (ORDKR) has
been made. The KHM and the ORDKR represent two typical kicked rotor models. It is
found that in addition to the KHM, an ORDKR also has Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum,
with strong resemblance to the standard Hofstadter’s spectrum that is a paradigm of
the integer quantum Hall effect. In another recent study of our group [16], quantized
adiabatic transport in momentum space is found in an ORDKR. This transport is origi-
nated in the topological properties of Floquet bands.
Inspired by above two discoveries, we perform a detailed study of both models
and investigate their topological properties. We succeeded in finding the topological
equivalence between them. The topological equivalence we found between these two
models is quite exciting. The static quantum Hall system is home to the Hofstadter’s
butterfly spectrum. The KHM is regarded as a kicked quantum Hall system. According
to our study, ORDKR is directly related to KHM via an unitary transformation together
with a simple mapping among certain parameters. Therefore, the ORDKR offers a test
bed for understanding how a fractal spectrum is manifested in a periodically driven
quantum system.
1.4 Pumping in a class of kicked rotor systems
Under the quantum resonance condition, a quantum kicked rotor is periodic in
momentum space. This momentum periodicity induces a periodic lattice in momen-
tum space and indeed realizes a momentum crystal. Inspired by a recent work of
our group [16], we conduct an investigation on the pumping in momentum space of our
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periodically kicked rotor systems. The pumping here refers to the change of an observ-
able over a cycle evolution under the change of certain system parameters. This kind
of pumping essentially reflects the system’s response to an external periodic driving.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on the pumping that has a topological origin. Our
motivation is simple and direct. The quantum transport behaviour of a band eigenstate
of the static system can be used to study topological properties of that system in the
adiabatic limit. Ref. [1] provides a topological classification of periodically driven quan-
tum systems. All pumping thus defined according to Ref. [1] are quantized and each
can be associated with an integer number. If we complete a pumping cycle in the adia-
batic limit and providing that the system state is a band eigenstate, that integer number
(which characterizes the quantized pumping) equals to the band topological number.
We made a detailed study of such adiabatic pumping behaviours in our kicked rotor
systems. Our study of the adiabatic pumping indeed complements our knowledge of
topological properties of kicked rotor systems. Yet one surprising outcome is that we
identified one special state, which can be exploited to detect the topological phase tran-
sition in the ORDKR. For both theoretical and experimental considerations, we made
an investigation of the pumping in non-adiabatic situations. The periodic cycle evolu-
tion only evolves a few kicks in the non-adiabatic sense. Therefore, the non-adiabatic
pumping theory can greatly facilitate the experimental study.
1.5 Thesis outline
The remaining chapters are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 is an introduction of the model system that we are using over this thesis.
Basic notations and preparations for discussions in later chapters are given herein.
Chapter 3 gives a comprehensive definition of quantum resonance and introduces
the spinor representation. Within the spinor representation, the Floquet band theory is
formulated. This chapter lays a framework for the description and discussion of topics
in later chapters.
Chapter 4 provides both analytical and numerical studies of Floquet bands. First,
analytical studies of the reduced Floquet matrix for different variants of the kicked rotor
model are performed. Second, A few analytical results and numerical results of the
Floquet band structure are given. Third, the quasienergy spectrum of the kicked rotor
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model is examined. In the end, numerical studies of the eigenstates of Floquet bands
are performed.
In chapter 5, we present a detailed study of the ORDKR under the near-resonance
condition. The exponential quantum spreading (EQS) is explained via a pseudoclassi-
cal map after adopting a spinor formulation supplemented by the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The very existence of Floquet flat bands of ORDKR and their roles in
generating EQS is identified. Quantitative study of the EQS rate is also given.
In chapter 6, we make some detailed comparisons between ORDKR and KHM.
We first compare the spectral difference between ORDKR and KHM.We then introduce
an additional periodic phase parameter to both models and compare their topological
properties. Finally, we do a theoretical derivation and prove the topological equivalence
between these two models.
In chapter 7, we present detailed studies of the adiabatic pumping and non-
adiabatic pumping in the extended kicked rotor model. The study of quantized pumping
in the adiabatic limit complements our knowledge of topological properties of the kicked
rotor models. A special state for ORDKR under a 3-band case, which can be experi-
mentally prepared more easily, is found and can be exploited to study the topological
phase transition in experiments. The quantized non-adiabatic pumping in the extended
modulated kicked rotor model is identified. It is very promising for experimental studies
in the future since it only evolves a few kicks in one cycle of evolution.






For quantum systems that are exposed to explicit time-dependent external fields,
a variety of novel phenomena are expected as compared to ordinary stationary ones.
Among those driven models, we are most interested in the study of systems with their
Hamiltonians being periodic in time. The symmetry of the Hamiltonian under discrete
time translations, e.g., t! t+ ⌧ , enables the use of Floquet theorem.
The periodic  -function shows a simple time periodic dependence. It is theoretical
friendly and can be exploited to realize a one-dimensional “kicked" system. The so-
called kicked rotor model is one of the most prominent model systems in the study
of nonlinear dynamics. The kicked rotor model was introduced by Casati, Chirikov,
Izrailev and Ford [2], and later became one of the basic models to study quantum
chaos. It is obtained by quantizing the Chirikov standard map [17].
Experimental realizations of kicked rotor systems are accomplished by the use of
cold atoms subjected to kicking optical lattice potentials. Intuitively, one might expect
atoms to gain kinetic energy unboundedly as they are “kicked" by optical potentials.
More precisely, because of classical chaos, the kicked rotor is expected to undergo
diffusive motion in the momentum space. Remarkably, when we examine quantum
dynamics of the kicked rotor, things are quite different. Effects such as dynamical
localization and quadratic energy gain under quantum resonance conditions, have no
classical counterparts. These effects make it intriguing to understand the quantum-
classical correspondence in periodically kicked rotor systems.
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With flexible experimental control of kicking potentials, such as kicking sequences,
kicking strengths, quantum phases of kicking potentials and etc., we may obtain many
kicked rotor variants. Rich dynamical features are expected in these variants of kicked
rotor systems.
2.2 Periodically driven quantum systems
The theoretical study of time-periodic Hamiltonian systems is of great importance
in the field of quantum dynamics. In the past two decades, the development of high-
power and short-pulse laser technology has triggered broad interest in the study of
nonlinear dynamics associated with the atom optics. As many experimental results
are based on quantum systems that are exposed to external oscillating fields with high
intensities, the use of perturbation theory is not suitable.
Yet the Floquet theory is a powerful tool for the study of such systems. After apply-
ing Floquet theorem to the time evolution equation, the resulting one-step propagator,
i.e., Floquet operator, implies a time-independent effective Hamiltonian. In compari-
son to static systems, periodically driven quantum systems do not have well-defined
ground states, which can be used for classification. Instead, they are classified in
terms of eigenstates of the Floquet operators, i.e., the generators of discretized quan-
tum maps over one period of the driving. Such an eigenstate accumulates a phase ⌦
after one period of the driving. In Floquet systems, the role of the energy is taken by
the so-called quasienergy E¯ with ⌦ = E¯⌧/~. The phase ⌦ is periodic with period 2⇡
and it can be restricted in a range of [ ⇡,⇡). In our consideration, this may lead to
an additional topological structure, associated with the winding of quasienergy, which
has no analogue in static systems. This will allow a number of interesting phenomena
to occur in driven quantum systems, such as quantized pumping and new types of
topological phase transitions in driven quantum systems.
2.2.1 Floquet theorem
The general Hamiltonian for a system under periodic driving is given by
Hˆ(x, t) = Hˆ0(x) + Vˆ (x, t), (2.1)
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where Hˆ0(x) is the non-perturbed Hamiltonian and Vˆ (x, t) describes the periodic driv-
ing field, which obeys the relationship: Vˆ (x, t + ⌧) = Vˆ (x, t). As Hˆ(x, t) depends
explicitly on time, it is no longer possible to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation by means of a separation ansatz:





However, because Hˆ(x, t) is invariant under the discrete time translation: t ! t + ⌧ ,
it is possible to find solutions  n(x, t) of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,
which are simultaneous eigenfunctions of the corresponding time shift operator Tˆ⌧ , as
Tˆ⌧ n(x, t) =  n(x, t+ ⌧) =  n n(x, t). (2.3)
For the solution to be an eigenfunction of Tˆ⌧ ,  n must be a pure phase factor, hence
 n(x, t) can be written as







where un(x, t) is periodic in time with un(x, t + ⌧) = un(x, t). This is the Floquet
theorem, which is completely analogous to the Bloch theorem in solid state physics,
where the periodicity of the crystal lattice leads to a corresponding relation for the
spatial coordinates. By comparison with Eq. (2.2), we see that in Floquet systems the





As the Floquet phase ⌦n is defined only up to integer multiples of 2⇡, quasienergies
are defined only up to integer multiples of h⌧ . An analogous situation is also found
in crystals, where the wave numbers are defined only up to integer multiples of the
primitive reciprocal lattice vector. Thus we can restrict the wave numbers to the first
Brillouin zone, which in Floquet systems is conventionally taken as [  h2⌧ , h2⌧ ].
2.2.2 Stroboscopic observations and the Floquet operator
The time evolution operator Uˆ(t) is defined via the equation:
 (x, t) = Uˆ(t) (x, 0). (2.6)
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Inserting this expression into the time dependent Schrödinger equation, we have








where Tˆ refers to the time ordering and the initial condition being: Uˆ(0) = 1. Since
the Hamiltonian is Hermitian, it follows immediately that U is unitary, i.e., Uˆ †Uˆ = 1.





, the knowledge of Uˆ(⌧) would be sufficient. In a matrix representa-
tion, U(⌧) is unitary. It can be diagonalized with the help of certain unitary transforma-
tion, such as
U = V ⇤V †, (2.8)
where ⇤ is a diagonal matrix with elements
⇤n,n = e
 i⌦n . (2.9)
The eigenvalues of U(⌧) correspond to phases ⌦n, which are exactly the Floquet
phases introduced previously. The study of Floquet systems is thus reduced to the
study of the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of U(⌧).
2.2.3 Periodically kicked systems
For a general time-periodic Hamiltonian, the calculation of the Floquet operator
[as shown in Eq. (2.7)] is not an easy task. As the Hamiltonian depends on time
continuously, the calculation of the Floquet operator can not be simplified. However,
for a Hamiltonian that is piecewise constant, the Floquet operator can be obtained by
a direct integration and shown in a much simpler form. The periodically kicked system
is a special case of time-periodic Hamiltonian systems. Its Floquet operator can be
written in an elegant form. Typically, the periodically kicked system is described by a
Hamiltonian:




where Hˆ0 is the time-independent Hamiltonian of the simple system, Vˆ0 describes the
driving field and the Dirac  -function indicates periodic “kicks". Due to the property
of Dirac  -function, the Hamiltonian is piecewise constant: the system evolves freely
between two adjacent kicks. The  -kick is acting over an infinitesimal time duration.
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In this thesis, we study the quantum dynamics of non-interacting single particles
subjected to periodically kicked potentials. During the free evolution period, the Hamil-
tonian describes a single particle, which is “frozen" in momentum space. At the mo-
ment of the kicking, a short pulse described by a  -kicked potential is acted, so there
is no time for the position to change.
This kind of periodically kicked system is an ideal platform for exploring new as-
pects of potentially chaotic systems. In general, Hˆ0 and Vˆ0 can take various forms,
which lead to different kicked models. For example, Hˆ0 =
pˆ2
2 (in dimensionless unit
and mass m = 1) and Vˆ0 = k cos(qˆ) corresponds to a class of kicked rotor models




2 and Vˆ0 = k cos(qˆ) corresponds
to a class of kicked harmonic oscillator models. As mentioned earlier in this chapter,
the kicked rotor model is a seminal model for the study of nonlinear dynamics, it has
been studied extensively especially in the context of dynamical localization. The kicked
harmonic oscillator model is a paradigm of nonlinear dynamics with non-Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser behaviour. There is no need to enumerate many other examples.
2.3 Kicked rotor model
The kicked rotor model, as briefly mentioned above, is one type of periodically
kicked systems. It describes a particle freely moving on a ring and exposed to a pe-
riodic kicking potential. Benefited from the development of atom optical techniques,
the kicked rotor model can be experimentally realized by simply acting kicking optical
lattice potentials on cold atoms.
2.3.1 Classical kicked rotor
The classical kicked rotor (CKR) can be well sketched by a one-dimensional












where I is the momentum of inertia of the rotor, µ is its dipole moment and ✏0 is
proportional to the strength of the electric field. L denotes the angular momentum, ✓
is the angle of the dipole with respect to the polarization of the electric field and T is
the kicking period. We denote ✓n and Ln as values of the classical angle and angular
momentum right before t = nT . According to Hamilton’s equations of motion, we
obtain the following mapping equations from (2.12)
Ln+1 = Ln + µ"0T sin(✓n)
✓n+1 = ✓n + TLn+1/I.
(2.13)
Measuring the angular momentum in units of I/T such that Ln = ln I/T and introduc-
ing the dimensionless control parameterK = µ"0T 2/I , which captures the strength of
the kicking potential, we obtain the following set of dimensionless mapping equations:
ln+1 = ln +K sin(✓n)
✓n+1 = ✓n + ln+1.
(2.14)
Equation. (2.14) is known as the Chirikov standard map [17]. It is an area-preserving
map for two canonical dynamical variables, i.e., momentum and coordinate. One dis-
tinguishing feature of this map is that it cannot be solved explicitly in general, which
means it is impossible to derive an analytical expression that would predict ln and ✓n
for all n and all initial conditions l0 and ✓0.
In classical mechanics, any choices of a generalized coordinate q for the position
defines a conjugate coordinate p for the momentum, which together define coordinates
on phase space. The motion of an ensemble of systems in the phase space is studied
by classical statistical mechanics. For a conserved classical system, the local density
of points in the phase space obeys Liouville’s Theorem. So it can be taken as a con-
stant. The phase space coordinates of the system at any given time are composed
of all of the system’s dynamical variables. As a result, it is possible to calculate the
state of the system at any given time in the future or in the past, through integrating
Hamilton’s equations of motion. Since the phase space is made up of conjugate coor-
dinate pairs, we can think of trajectories as flows in this space and consider all states
as points flowing on these trajectories.
To identify the type of motion for a given system, one may look at a bundle of
trajectories originating from a narrow cloud of points in phase space. For integrable
systems under regular motion, the phase space may form closed loops of connected
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FIGURE 2.1: Phase-space portrait of CKR for K = 0.70.
states. And this shall lead to conservation laws. While for non-integrable systems
under chaotic motions, such closed loops of connected states will break down. The
phase space points will eventually go through all possible regimes, which may lead to
an exponential separation of phase space points. Based on the criteria of transition to
chaos, we may distinguish these two distinct motions.
The phase-space structure of the standard map, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 forK =
0.70, has invariant curves stretching across the phase space from ✓ = 0 to ✓ = 2⇡.
These curves, which divide the phase space into separate parts that are dynamically
disconnected, are also called “sealing" curves. Therefore, the angular momentum of
the rotor will be bounded. When we increase K, those “sealing" curves will eventually
break down. Extrapolating this trend, we expect that at the critical value ofK, denoted
by Kc, the last “sealing" curve is broken. After that the angular momentum is no
longer confined. Detailed calculations reveal that this critical value is Kc ⇡ 0.9716.
In Fig. 2.2, we shall see the almost last sealing curve. While in Fig. 2.3, obviously all
sealing curves break down. For K > Kc, the mean energy of the ensemble of CKR
grows linearly with time, which indicates the classical diffusion dynamics.
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FIGURE 2.2: Phase-space portrait of CKR for K = 0.97.
FIGURE 2.3: Phase-space portrait of CKR for K = 1.50.
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2.3.2 Quantum kicked rotor
The model of quantum kicked rotor (QKR) was introduced by Casati, Chirikov,
Ford and Izrailev [2] and became one of the basic models to study quantum chaos. It
is obtained by quantizing the Chirikov standard map [17]. On replacing the classical
angular momentum L by the quantum angular momentum operator according to L!











The one-period evolution of QKR, which refers to the time evolution of QKR over a












We introduce a new dimensionless control parameter ⌧ = ~T/I . Together with
the previous one (K = µ"0T 2/I) and dimensionless variables qˆ = ✓ˆ, pˆ = T/ILˆ,
where qˆ and pˆ represent conjugate angle variable and angular momentum variable,
we find that pˆ =  i⌧ @@q , so now ⌧ plays the role of the effective Planck constant. The
Floquet operator can be written as






exp [ ik cos(qˆ)] , (2.17)
where k = K⌧ . Given the initial state | (t = 0)i, we may infer states of the system at
discrete time sequences by doing the following quantum map:
| (t = NT )i = UˆN | (t = 0)i (2.18)
and all other physical variables can then be obtained.
The quantum mapping operator (2.17) (also called the Floquet operator) depends
on two essential control parameters ⌧ and k, while in the classical version of the kicked
rotor, the set of mapping equations (2.14) only depends on a single control parameter
K = k⌧ . Later we will show that for a given k, qualitative features of the quantum rotor
dynamics depend decisively on the algebraic property of the control parameter ⌧ , thus
establishing ⌧ as an essential independent quantum control parameter.
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Numerical computations are easy to perform based on the analytical structure of
the quantum mapping operator. A variety of numerical schemes are known that can be
used to propagate the rotor’s wave functions. The simplest one is to expand the rotor’s








where {|li (l 2 Z)} is known as the set of angular momentum eigenstates in the
rotor Hilbert space. The matrix elements of the Floquet operator Uˆ in the angular
momentum representation can be calculated explicitly. They are given by







where functions J(l m)(k) are Bessel functions of the first kind. The iterates | ni








This matrix multiplication scheme is sufficient for some basic numerical experiments of
the QKR. A more efficient scheme is based on the fast Fourier transform and can be
implemented to generalized quantum mapping operators.
2.3.3 Mapping onto the Anderson model
Dynamical localization was found for the first time in quantum mechanical stud-
ies of the kicked rotor model by Casati and Chirikov. Later Fishman, Grempel and
Prange [19] noticed that the localization of classical chaotic diffusion is analogous to
the Anderson localization in a one-dimensional random potential. The following deriva-
tion is based on the work done by Fishman, Grempel and Prange [19].









where pˆ and qˆ are angular momentum and angle variables, respectively. The corre-







exp [ ik cos(qˆ)] . (2.23)
In the angular momentum representation, the Floquet operator Uˆ becomes a matrix U










is an eigenvector of U and the corresponding eigenvalue being e i , providing that U
is unitary. So we have
UA = e i A. (2.25)






may be rewritten as
(1 + iW ) ei(  K)A = (1  iW )A, (2.26)
where K = pˆ
2















A¯+WA¯ = 0. (2.28)
This may be equivalently expressed as
X
m 6=n
Wm na¯n + E0na¯m = Ea¯m, (2.29)
















According to Eq. (2.29), the resemblance between the kicked rotor model and the
Anderson model is quite intuitive. For the Anderson model with site disorder, the bond
strength only depends on the distance between sites, just like Wm n [see Eq. (2.30)]
for the kicked rotor model. For a general ⌧ ,E0n shows disorder with respect to site index
n. The Anderson model has been used to study the localization in position space,
which is observed only recently in [20]; the kicked rotor model has been used to study
the dynamical localization in momentum space. Based on this relationship, the kicked
rotor model promise an alternative verification of the Anderson localization. Therefore,
Refs [21, 22, 23] use the kicked rotor model to study the Anderson localization.
2.4 Experimental realizations and achievements
A kicked rotor system can be experimentally realized by subjecting cold atoms to
periodically kicking optical potentials. Benefited from the development of laser cooling
techniques, the first direct experimental realization of the quantum  -kicked rotor was
reported by M. G. Raizen et al. [24]. Their setup consists of a dilute sample of ultra-cold
atoms in a periodic standing wave of near-resonant light that is pulsed on periodically.
In subsequent kicked rotor experiments, they used cesium and rubidium instead of
sodium. The larger mass of cesium and longer wavelength of its atomic transition
greatly optimized the realization of the model and also motivated the experimental
study of the effects of noise and dissipation.
In their experiments, cold atoms are subjected to a periodic standing wave. In fact,
this corresponds to a kicked particle instead of a kicked rotor. The periodicity of the
kicking potential only ensures a description of  -rotor (will be described in detail later).
The momentum of cold atoms can only take discrete values as (n+  )~k, where k is
the reciprocal lattice vector. In the ideal case, e.g., the cold atoms haven’t leaked out
of the periodic trapping potential,   is a conserved quantity whose value only depends
on the initial loading of cold atoms.
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The initial momentum distribution of these cold atoms have a certain width due to
thermal effects. For a typical temperature 5µK, as used in the experiment of d’Arcy
et al. [25], the sample trapped corresponds to a Gaussian momentum distribution with
w ⇡ 2.5 ~k (k is the reciprocal lattice vector). A linear-with-time increase in the mean
kinetic energy is observed. It is almost impossible to distinguish the resonant from
the anti-resonant evolution. The use of BEC (Bose-Einstein condensates), instead
of laser-cooled atoms, provides much better initial conditions for the kicked rotor ex-
periment. For ultra-cold atoms originating from a BEC, the spreading of momentum
distribution is less than the heat input of a single photon. This was implemented in
an experiment that observed high-order quantum resonances [26]. These resonances
are found to depend sensitively on the initial momentum of the atoms. BEC as de-
scribed is a collection of ultra-cold atoms, all sharing the same quantum state. It has
a very narrow velocity spread. For example, a cesium BEC sample with initial width
⇡ 0.008 ~k is achievable, and a sample of 1D Raman-cooled sodium with initial width
⇡ 0.0016 ~k [27] has been reported.
Furthermore, a range of experiments have exploited ratchets (systems that de-
scribe the possibility of obtaining directly transport of particles in the absence of a net
bias force). Most recently, the dependence of a driven quantum ratchet on its initial
momentum has been examined. A wealth of momentum diffusion phenomena were
reported in kicked rotor systems, ranging from chaotic diffusion, ballistic diffusion and
anomalous diffusion. In most of atom optical setups, the kicking potential was hori-
zontally oriented to avoid the effect of gravity. In the presence of gravity, new effects
such as the “quantum accelerator modes" [28] were observed. In one recent work, the
Anderson metal-insulator transition was observed in atomic matter waves [21].
The cold atomic matter waves are very attractive as they can be directly observed.
The experimental imperfections as well as atom-atom interactions, decoherence ef-
fects due to spontaneous emissions and even the unavoidable gravitation force make
it difficult to investigate long time dynamics. The decoherence effect limits the phase
coherence time to 200 ⇠ 300 kicks. For a large number of kicks, the energy of the
atom is more sensitive to each induced phase shift and is extremely difficult to analyze
accurately in the experiment. Another experimental limitation comes from the mea-
surement. Due to the finite resolution of the imaging system, it is difficult to observe
extremely narrow momentum distributions.
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2.5 Kicked rotor variants
With flexible experimental control of kicking potentials, we obtain many QKR vari-
ants. Rich dynamical features are expected. One simplest extension of the QKR is by
introducing multiple kicks in one period [29, 30]. One early experimental study applied
pairs of closely spaced kicks instead [31], and the result was surprisingly different from
the standard single-kick case. Later Wang and Gong [32] showed that the double-
kicked rotor model has a Hofstadter butterfly spectrum and connections between the
double-kicked rotor model and the kicked Harper model was established. The kicked
Harper model is another paradigm of quantum nonlinear dynamics, which can also
be viewed as a pulsed version of the Harper’s Hamiltonian, or a pulsed version of the
integer Quantum Hall effect Hamiltonian. In experiments, the phases of the kicking
sequence can be manipulated. This provides an additional dimension of parameter
space and such kinds of kicked rotor models are denoted as extended kicked rotor
models. They may also be interesting to study.
2.5.1 Double-kicked rotor model
The double-kicked rotor model (DKRM), as a modification of the kicked rotor
model, has been experimentally realized. In the experiment [31], the momentum prob-
ability distribution shows a novel “staircase" structure superposed on the exponential
of the dynamical localization. It has attracted considerable interests. A DKRM is de-







 (t  n) + k2⌧ cos(qˆ)
1X
n= 1
 (t  n  ⌘) (2.32)
in terms of dimensionless variables, where qˆ and pˆ represent the conjugate angle and
angular momentum variables providing pˆ =  i⌧ @@q . Here the dimensionless param-
eter ⌧ plays the role of the effective Planck constant. Within each period, the rotor
experiences two kicks at t = n and t = n + ⌘. The quantum mapping operator
(Floquet operator) for a DKRM can be written as












exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] .
(2.33)
The two sequences of kicks characterized by kicking strength k1 and k2 have the same
kicking period. ⌘ is the time delay between these two sequences and can be varied as
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0 < ⌘ < 1. Experimental results [31] showed that the chaotic diffusion of the DKRM
was rather different from that seen in all previously studied kicked systems. The closely
spaced kicks raised “global" correlations that can be associated with specific physical
phenomena. This has provided a chance for us to study chaotic diffusive dynamics in
the classical regime before the quantum localization arrests the diffusion.
Later Wang and Gong [15] showed that the DKRM has a Hofstadter’s butterfly
spectrum under the condition: ⌧ = 4⇡. In the rotor Hilbert space, under the quantum





= 1. Under this resonance condition, a DKRM is reduced to an on-














exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] . (2.34)
⌘⌧ now plays the role of an effective Planck constant. As for brevity, we follow the
naming rules and enforce the notation of the effective Planck constant to be ⌧ . So the
Floquet operator for ORDKR can be written as












exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] . (2.35)
Since the time delay between two kicking sequences can be easily tuned in experi-
ments, it offers a convenient way to vary ⌧ for an ORDKR. In the limit ⌘ ! 0 or equiv-
alently ⌧ ! 0, we may approach the classical limit of the map of ORDKR. This offers
a promising opportunity for studying the quantum-classical correspondence. In [15],
a novel connection between KHM and ORDKR is established and a detailed study of
the spectrum differences and diffusive dynamics is given. Figure 2.4 depicts a typical
quasienergy spectrum for ORDKR with k1 = k2 = 1.
2.5.2 Kicked Harper model
The kicked Harper model is a paradigm of quantum nonlinear dynamics. It can be
viewed either as the quantum version of the classical two-dimensional area preserving
map
pn+1 = pn +K1 sin(xn)
xn+1 = xn  K2 sin(pn+1) (mod 2⇡),
(2.36)
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FIGURE 2.4: Floquet spectrum with respect to ⌧ for the ORDKR with k = 1.0.
or as a pulsed version of the Harper’s Hamiltonian




where K1 and K2 are two system parameters. Throughout we assume the KHM is
treated in the same rotor Hilbert space as the kicked rotor. Apparently, the KHM is
periodic in the momentum space. Referring to the kicked rotor models, we may rewrite
the Floquet operator of KHM in dimensionless units and denote ⌧ as the effective
Planck constant. The Floquet operator for KHM in dimensionless units can be written
as
Uˆ (KHM)⌧ = exp [ ik2 cos(pˆ)] exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] , (2.38)
where k1 = K1⌧ and k2 =
K2
⌧ . For the critical case k1 = k2, the quasienergy spec-
trum of the Floquet operator Uˆ (KHM)⌧ is very similar to the energy spectrum of the famous
Harper model for studying two-dimensional electron gases in a strong magnetic field.
In particular, the quasienergy spectrum of Uˆ (KHM)⌧ is a fractal, often called the “Hofs-
tadter’s butterfly" spectrum. Figure 2.5 depicts typical quasienergy spectrum for KHM
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FIGURE 2.5: Floquet spectrum with respect to ⌧ for the KHM with k = 1.0.
with k1 = k2 = 1. The Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum is of fundamental interests to
many research areas. Applications have already been found in several studies, such
as quantum Hall effects [33, 34], the renormalization group [35] and high-temperature
superconductivity [36]. The static quantum Hall system is home to the Hofstadter’s
butterfly. The first ever experimental observation of the “Hofstadter’s butterfly" is re-
ported recently in [37]. In almost the same time, another two research groups realized
the Hofstadter Hamiltonian with cold atoms in an engineered optical lattice and suc-
cessfully observed the Hofstadter’s butterfly [38, 39]. The KHM is regarded as a kicked
quantum Hall system. In a recent article [40], it is found that periodic driving may give
rises to new effective Hamiltonians. Interestingly, the so-called anomalous edge state
appears which demands for new ways to characterize the topology of exotic states of
matter. As such, the dynamical properties of the KHM are often in sharp contrast to
those in the kicked rotor model. Indeed, complementing the kicked rotor model, the
KHM has been regarded as another important paradigm of quantum chaos, offering a
test bed for understanding how a fractal spectrum is manifested in quantum mapping
systems and how the underlying classical chaos affects the butterfly spectrum.
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2.5.3 Extended kicked rotor model with an extra phase parameter
One-dimensional maps are the simplest periodically driven systems that are ca-
pable to show chaotic motions. They are quite amenable to rigorous mathematical
analysis, therefore, they are very convenient for learning some fundamental properties
of dynamical systems. In kicked rotor experiments, the phases of the kicking sequence
can be manipulated and this indeed provides an additional dimension of periodic pa-
rameter space. A combination of one-dimensional maps and the controllable phase
parameter can be exploited, and the resulting extended kicked rotor models are worth
studying. In particular, various extended kicked rotor models have been studied in
Refs. [8, 12, 13, 14].
The extended kicked rotor model can be realized, simply by introducing an extra
phase parameter to the kicking potential. For example, we can introduce an additional
periodic phase parameter ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) to the ORDKR model. The Floquet operator
thus obtained is given by





2⌧ e ik2 cos(qˆ+↵). (2.39)
It should be emphasized that, for a single-kicked rotor model, the additional phase
parameter is trivial and can be easily removed by a gauge transformation; while for an
ORDKR, it is highly nontrivial.
As for comparison, we introduce a similar phase parameter to the kicked Harper
model, which is described by the Floquet operator:




Topological properties of physical systems are of great importance as they may
lead to robust behaviours that are insensitive to microscopic details. Such topologically
robust phenomena can appear not only in static systems but also in driven quantum
systems. One early study shows that KHM possesses non-trivial topology and its Flo-
quet bands may be characterized by Chern numbers that are identified by Thouless
et al. in their study of quantized Hall effects. Upon introducing the additional peri-
odic phase factor, the resulting extended ORDKR and KHM are actually topologically
equivalent (which will be studied in detail later).
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Chapter 3
Quantum Resonance and Spinor
Representation
3.1 Overview
One unexpected feature of the QKR is the existence of quantum resonances,
which lead to quadratic energy gains. The quantum resonance in the kicked rotor
model was first analyzed by Izrailev and Shepelyanskii [41]. They showed that when-
ever the kicking period is a rational fraction of the Talbot time, or equivalent to saying,
the effective Planck constant ⌧ (in dimensionless units) is a rational multiple of 2⇡,
the wavepacket in the momentum space undergoes ballistic spreading with respect to
the number of kicks. Since the first experimental realization of QKR with cold atoms,
the observation of quantum resonances has been reported [24]. Later with ultra-cold
atoms from BEC, signatures of high-order resonances have also been observed [26].
In this thesis, we study kicked rotor systems for both on-resonance and near-
resonance cases. Under the quantum resonance condition, the generator of quan-
tum maps for a kicked rotor, i.e., the Floquet operator, commutes with the momentum
translation operator, which simply means the effective Hamiltonian for the kicked rotor
is periodic in momentum space. It is equivalent to saying, this realizes a “momentum
crystal". In both classical mechanics and quantum mechanics, position and momen-
tum variables can be treated on an equal footing from a phase space perspective.
However, the periodicity in position space is very common, in contrast, the periodicity
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in momentum space is very rare. The actual physical world does not have the position-
momentum symmetry. Benefited from Bloch theorem, we may construct a similar band
theory of this “momentum crystal". Quantum resonances are intrinsic to quantum me-
chanics. Therefore they are quite useful in the study related to the phenomenon of
quantum chaology. It is surprising that only a minor detuning from resonance condition
results in distinct dynamical behaviours, i.e., dynamical localization. In this chapter,
our main focus is on the description of kicked rotor systems under exact resonance
conditions.
Mathematical theory of groups and representations provides a framework for mak-
ing exact statements of a physical system with the knowledge of its symmetry. A single
particle propagating in free space can be described by a plane wave. This is the most
straightforward interpretation due to the translational invariance in position space. Re-
ferring to the symmetry of physical systems, such as translation symmetry, we may
introduce new representations and give explicit expressions for these “plane waves"
in the sense of translational invariance in the global index space. For kicked rotor
systems under quantum resonance conditions, we shall introduce the spinor represen-
tation. This chapter lays a framework for the description and discussion of topics in
this thesis.
3.2 Quantum resonance and translation symmetry
Before going to details about the quantum resonance effect of QKR, we first talk
about some basic aspects of the translational operation in quantum mechanics. In
mathematics, the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula is the solution to Z = log(eXeY )
for non-commutative quantities X and Y. A derivative of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula with respect to parameter ⌧ is given by
e⌧Xˆ Yˆ e ⌧Xˆ = Yˆ + ⌧ [Xˆ, Yˆ ] +
⌧2
2!
[Xˆ, [Xˆ, Yˆ ]] +
⌧3
3!
[Xˆ, [Xˆ, [Xˆ, Yˆ ]]] + · · · , (3.1)
where Xˆ and Yˆ are Hilbert space operators. If they satisfy the relation: [Xˆ, Yˆ ] = c,
where c is a scalar, the higher order terms will be automatically eliminated. So
e⌧Xˆ Yˆ e ⌧Xˆ = Yˆ + c⌧. (3.2)
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Furthermore, operator Yˆ in Eq. (3.2) can be generalized to an arbitrary function f(Yˆ )
that can be Taylor expanded, yielding
e⌧Xˆf(Yˆ )e ⌧Xˆ = f(Yˆ + c⌧). (3.3)
Apparently, the operation on function f(Yˆ ) here is nothing but the displacement of Yˆ
by a scalar quantity. In quantum mechanics, position and momentum are the basic pair
of canonically conjugate variables and are denoted by operators qˆ and pˆ respectively.
They satisfy the commutation relation [qˆ, pˆ] = i⌧ , where ⌧ denotes the effective Planck
constant. According to the above discussion, it is straightforward to define translation








defines a translation operation in the position space by q0, as









defines a translation operation in the momentum space by p0, as
Tˆ †p0H(pˆ)Tˆp0 = H(pˆ+ p0). (3.7)
3.2.1 Translation symmetry
Under the quantum resonance condition, the generator of quantum maps for a
kicked rotor commutes with a momentum translation operator. To better understand
this statement, we do some simple derivations and take QKR as one example. Its
Floquet operator is given by






exp [ ik cos(qˆ)] , (3.8)
where qˆ and pˆ represent a pair of conjugate angle and angular momentum variables,
⌧ plays the role of the effective Planck constant. In the rotor Hilbert space, the angular
momentum variable pˆ takes discrete eigenvalues l⌧ under angular momentum eigen-
states |li (l 2 Z). For a translation in pˆ by a scalar N⌧ , we denote the momentum
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translation operator as
TˆN = exp (iNqˆ) . (3.9)










































2⇡M/N TˆN = Uˆ
(QKR)
2⇡M/N , (3.12)
which means Uˆ (QKR)2⇡M/N is invariant under the translation operation TˆN . Equation (3.12)
can be written in another form:
[Uˆ (QKR)2⇡M/N , TˆN ] = 0. (3.13)
The translation symmetry of Uˆ (QKR)2⇡M/N in momentum space byN⌧ can be easily under-
stood since it commutes with the momentum translation operator TˆN .
3.2.2 Quantum resonance in kicked rotor model
As introduced in the previous chapter, the dimensionless control parameters for
the QKR are defined as: ⌧ = ~T/I and k = µ"0T/~. ⌧ represents the effective
Planck constant and characterizes the kicking period, k characterizes the amplitude of
the kicking potential. In atom optics, the Talbot time is defined as
TT ⌘ 4⇡I~ . (3.14)
And ⌧ = ~TT /I = 4⇡ is called the quantum prime resonance for the QKR. This
corresponds to the case: M = 2, N = 1 for ⌧ = 2⇡M/N . In this case, the translation
period becomes N = 1, which simply means the Floquet operator for the QKR is
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invariant under translation of an arbitrary integer multiple of ⌧ in the momentum space.
For a more general case we assume ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with N   2, then the translation
period can only be integer multiples of N. In such a case, the energy gain of the model
also shows quantum resonance effect and will be named as a quantum high-order
resonance.
Let us look at the Floquet operator itself, it is the generator of quantum maps in
the angular momentum space. Under the quantum resonance condition, it is periodic
in the angular momentum space. As an analogue of the Bloch theory, we can find a set
of solutions known as “Bloch states” for the quantum mapping operator. An analogous
phase variable # can be defined. The dynamics is equivalent to a spinor and ⇠ = #/N
is dubbed quasiposition, where N is the translation period in the angular momentum
space (will be discussed in detail later).
3.3 Extended Hilbert space and spinor representation
Mathematical theory of groups and representations form one of the most efficient
languages for quantum mechanics. It provides a framework for making exact state-
ments of a physical system with the knowledge of its symmetry. Representation theory
studies abstract algebraic structures by representing their elements as structures in
linear algebras, such as vector spaces and linear transformations between them. The
connection between quantum mechanics and linear algebra is originated in the linear
nature of the Schrödinger equation. Group theory is the mathematical language of
symmetry. A major application of the group theory is in the study of geometry.
Non-interacting particles in free space are described by “plane waves”. With ad-
ditional potential fields, by solving the eigenvalue equation, i.e., the Schrödinger equa-
tion, we obtain a set of eigenstates. An arbitrary state of the system can be projected
onto those eigenstates. For a Hamiltonian that is invariant under a symmetry opera-
tion, a conserved quantity can be defined. A collection of all such symmetry operations
form a complete set of commuting observables. A representation can be proposed, in
which all these observables can be simultaneously diagonalized. With the knowledge
of the symmetry group, we find that representation, which is irreducible in particular,
arise quite naturally. We begin with the translation symmetry in position space and in-
troduce the position representation in extended Hilbert space first. After this, we then
introduce the momentum representation in the extended Hilbert space.
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Before discussing in detail, we briefly mention the bra-ket notation. In quantum
mechanics, bra-ket notation is a standard notation for describing quantum states. The
notation was introduced by Paul Dirac and is also known as Dirac notation. It is a
representation-free notation in which physical observables are represented by opera-
tors. We are free to choose a concrete representation, such as the position represen-
tation, in formulating the theory. Converting from one representation to another is also
convenient.
3.3.1 Bloch theorem
From the Hamiltonian mechanics, we know that if the system Hamiltonian is in-
variant under arbitrary spatial translations, then momentum is a conserved quantity.
However, if the Hamiltonian is periodic in position space with a finite period, then mo-
mentum is no longer a conserved quantity. Yet it enables the use of Bloch theorem,
and the so-called quasimomentum becomes the expected conserved quantity.
For a time-independent Hamiltonian system, assuming spatial periodicity with pe-
riod a, we may rewrite the position coordinate as
x = x˜+ n · a (x˜ 2 [0, a)) , (3.15)
where x˜ denotes the local position coordinate and n denotes the global position coor-
dinate. We introduce the local position coordinate x˜ in association with a pure phase
factor ✓. This pure phase factor corresponds to the conserved quantity, in the sense of
translational invariance with respect to the global position coordinate n. Formally, the
strategy we use to extend the Hilbert space is
hx˜+ n · a|✓, x˜0i = 1p
2⇡
ein✓ (x˜  x˜0), (3.16)
where ein✓ is the “plane wave" function for global position coordinate. We are able
to reduce the dynamics from the total space, i.e., x, to a single cell space i.e., x˜.
This pure phase factor ✓ can be interpreted as the quasi-momentum. In the position







dx˜ |✓, x˜ih✓, x˜|, (3.17)
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where
h✓, x˜|✓0, x˜0i =  (✓   ✓0) (x˜  x˜0). (3.18)







dx˜ |✓, x˜i ˜(✓, x˜), (3.19)
where  ˜(✓, x˜) = h✓, x˜| i denotes amplitude of the probability distribution in the ex-
tended Hilbert space, while  ˜⇤(✓, x˜) ˜(✓, x˜) represents the probability distribution.
The transformation between the position representation in the normal Hilbert space















e in✓ (x˜+ n · a),
(3.20)
and
 (x˜+ n · a)














d✓ ein✓ ˜(✓, x˜).
(3.21)
























dx˜ ˜⇤(✓, x˜) ˜(✓, x˜).
(3.22)
Physically, the extended Hilbert space here is equivalent to the position representa-
tion in the normal Hilbert space. However, given the spatial translation symmetry,
coordinate representation in the extended Hilbert space can provide us with simpler
mathematics, by taking advantage of the fact that each ✓ corresponds to a sub-space
and different sub-spaces do not communicate with each other.
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For a single particle in a periodic lattice potential, by solving the Schrödinger
equation
Hˆ| i = E| i, (3.23)
we may find a set of solutions for the band structure of the problem. First, we project






dx˜0|x˜0 + n · aihx˜0 + n · a|
!
| i = hx˜+m · a|E| i. (3.24)


















The translation symmetry implies
hx˜+m · a|Hˆ|x˜0 + n · ai = hx˜|Hˆ|x˜0 + (n m)ai. (3.26)


























dx˜0hx˜|H|x˜0 + n · aiein✓ ˜(✓, x˜0) = E ˜(✓, x˜). (3.28)
Eq. (3.28) is the eigenequation for the Bloch band structure. The phase factor ✓ is a
conserved quantity and can be interpreted as a quasimomentum. For each solution
 ˜(✓, x˜), eigenenergy E is a function of ✓ and scanning ✓ produces an energy band.
Next we will give one demonstration of how to generate the eigenequation for energy
bands with a specific Hamiltonian.
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Demonstration: if the Hamiltonian takes the form of Hˆ = Pˆ
2
2M + V (x), where
V (x) = 2V0 cos(2⇡
x






















0+n·a x˜)ein✓ ˜(✓, x˜0) + V (x˜) ˜(✓, x˜).
(3.29)
As for convenience we make the replacement x˜ =  2⇡a and p =
2⇡~
a l, where   and l














































Since V ( ) = 2V0 cos( ) = V0(e i  + ei ), we propose the wave function





























To illustrate the eigenvalue equation, we write it in the matrix form:0BBBBBBBBB@
. . . . . . 0 0 0
. . . [(k   1) + ✓2⇡ ]2 V02ER 0 0






0 0 V02ER [(k + 1) +
✓
2⇡ ]
2 . . .
0 0 0





















From the expression of eigenvalue equation (3.32), we find that the dynamics is analo-
gous to a “rotor" with discrete angular momentum values “dressed" by a conserved
quantity. That is to say the angular momentum eigenvalue takes discrete values
n~ +  ~ (  = ✓2⇡ ,   2 [0, 1),   is interpreted as the quasi-momentum). As we com-
mented in the previous chapter, the cold-atom experimental realization of the kicked
rotor model corresponds to a kicked particle instead of a kicked rotor. Referring to
above-mentioned extended Hilbert space and discussions here, the periodicity of the
kicking potential ensures a description of  -rotor. In experiments, the initial state is
a mixture of states with a certain spread of  , where the spread can be made small
by loading cold atoms into the lattice such that the initial-state coherence spans over
many lattice constants. For   = 0, it simply reduces to a rotor.
3.3.2 Spinor representation
As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, under the quantum resonance condition,
the Floquet operator for a kicked rotor is periodic in angular momentum space. As an
analog of Bloch theory, the rotor dynamics is equivalent to a spinor and a similar phase
variable # can be used to define the quasiposition. Before discussing in detail we first
briefly summarize the rotor Hilbert space, in which a kicked rotor lives. According to
the discussion above, a Hamiltonian system with periodicity in position space can be
reduced to a  -rotor model. Each   corresponds to a sub-space, and the initial state
can be a mixture of states with a certain spread of  . For the sake of brevity, we
assume   = 0 and the angular momentum can only take discrete values n~ (n 2 Z).
Under this condition, the Hamiltonian describes a rotor in the strict sense. This space
is also known as the rotor Hilbert space.
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hl|l0i =  l,l0 . (3.37)





where  l = hl| i denotes amplitude for the probability distribution in rotor Hilbert
space, while  ⇤l  l represents the probability distribution.
In the previous chapter, we showed that the Floquet operator becomes a matrix
[see Eq. (2.20)] in the rotor Hilbert space. It is worth noting that the angular momentum
space is unbounded. Under the quantum resonance condition, the Floquet operator
is periodic in the angular momentum space, we may rewrite the angular momentum
variable as
l = l˜ +N · l¯
⇣
l˜ = 0, 1, · · · , N   1
⌘
, (3.39)
where l˜ denotes the local angular momentum variable and l¯ denotes the global angu-
lar momentum variable, N describes the translation period in the angular momentum
space. We then introduce the angular momentum representation in the extended ro-
tor Hilbert space. As an analogue of the Bloch theory, we introduce the local angular
momentum variable l˜ in associate with a pure phase factor #. This pure phase factor
# corresponds to a conserved quantity, in the sense of translational invariance with
respect to the global angular momentum variable l¯. Formally, the strategy we use to
extend the rotor Hilbert space is
hl˜ +N · l¯|l˜0,#i = 1p
2⇡
e il¯# l˜,l˜0 , (3.40)
where e il¯# is the “plane wave" function for the global angular momentum variable l¯.
We are able to reduce the dynamics from the normal angular momentum space l to
a single cell space l˜. A great advantage of this kind of reduction is that l˜ can only
take finite integer values, which means the reduced dynamics in the extended rotor
Hilbert space has only finite dimensions. The angular momentum representation in
the extended rotor Hilbert space is called spinor representation, hereafter, we shall
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use the spinor representation instead. The pure phase factor # can be interpreted as







|#, l˜ih#, l˜|, (3.41)
where
h#, l˜|#0, l˜0i =  l,l0 (#  #0). (3.42)







|#, l˜ih#, l˜| i, (3.43)
where  ˜l˜(#) = h#, l˜| i denotes amplitude of the probability distribution in the ex-
tended rotor Hilbert space, while  ˜⇤˜
l
(#) ˜l˜(#) represents the probability distribution.
The transformation between the angular momentum representation in the normal
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For a kicked rotor under the quantum resonance condition, the eigenvalue equa-
tion of Floquet operator reads
Uˆ | i = e i⌦| i. (3.47)
In order to find the set of Floquet eigenstates, we project the eigenvalue equation onto
the angular momentum representation in the normal rotor Hilbert space





|l˜0 +N · l¯0ihl˜0 +N · l¯0|
1A | i = hl˜ +N · l¯|e i⌦| i (3.48)

















The translation symmetry implies
hl˜ +N · l¯|Uˆ |l˜0 +N · l¯0i = hl˜|Uˆ |l˜0 +N(l¯0   l¯)i. (3.50)










hl˜|Uˆ |l˜0 +N · l¯00ie il¯00#0











hl˜|Uˆ |l˜0 +N · l¯00ie il¯00# ˜l˜0(#) = e i⌦ ˜l˜(#). (3.52)
Eq. (3.52) is the eigenequation for Floquet band structure. For each solution  ˜l˜(#),
quasienergy ⌦ is a function of # and scanning over # produces a quasienergy band.
In the spinor representation, l˜ = 0, 1, · · · , N   1. The set of possible values for index
l˜ and l˜0 defines a group of equations. Therefore, the Floquet operator becomes a
matrix of dimension N ⇥ N as shown in Eq. (3.52) and we define this as a reduced
Floquet matrix. It should be emphasized again that each # corresponds to a subspace
and different subspaces do not communicate with each other so long as the quantum
resonance condition is satisfied.
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The spinor representation provides us with a framework to study kicked rotor mod-
els under quantum resonance conditions. Here we give a brief summary of the spinor
representation. First, in order to introduce the spinor representation, the kicked rotor
model needs to meet the quantum resonance condition. And the on-resonance kicked
rotor model realizes a “momentum crystal". Second, in the spinor representation the
dynamics of a kicked rotor can be reduced to a single “cell" space and correspondingly
the Floquet operator becomes the reduced Floquet matrix. According to Eq. (3.52),




hn|Uˆ |m+N · lie il#. (3.53)
Third, the phase parameter # (# 2 [0, 2⇡)) in the spinor representation is a conserved
quantity. Each # corresponds to a subspace and different subspaces do not commu-
nicate with each other. In the next chapter, we will present a detailed study of reduced
Floquet matrices for different kicked rotor models.
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Chapter 4
Analytical and Numerical Studies
of Floquet Bands
In chapter 3, we introduced the quantum resonance condition for kicked rotor
models as well as the spinor representation. In the spinor representation, the Flo-
quet operator becomes the reduced Floquet matrix. Solving the eigenvalue equation
becomes the diagonalization of the reduced Floquet matrix. This is a necessary tool
to study Floquet bands of kicked rotor models and their variants. In this chapter, we
present extensive numerical studies of Floquet bands under the quantum resonance
condition. We shall first examine the reduced Floquet matrix for different variants of
the kicked rotor model. With the direct diagonalization algorithm, we then present both
analytical (a few simple cases) and numerical studies of Floquet band structures. After
that, we perform numerical studies of the spectrum, which is a collection of all possible
quasienergies. In the end, we discuss the eigenstates of Floquet bands.
4.1 Reduced Floquet matrix
A kicked rotor under the quantum resonance condition has translation symmetry
in the angular momentum space. We introduce the spinor representation and map
the dynamics from the normal angular momentum space to a single “cell" in the ex-
tended angular momentum space. Physically nothing really changes, but the spinor
representation will simplify our mathematical analysis. As already shown in chapter 3,
the Floquet operator becomes the reduced Floquet matrix U(#) of dimension N ⇥N ,
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hn|Uˆ |m+ lNie il#. (4.1)
The reduced Floquet matrix can be easily calculated according to Eq. (4.1). Here we
directly give some important expressions.
For QKR, the Floquet operator is given by






exp [ ik cos(qˆ)] . (4.2)
The quantum resonance condition is defined as ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M , N being co-
prime integers and MN being even. The reduced Floquet matrix can be exactly cal-
culated as


















For DKRM [see Eq. (2.33)] the free evolution of a rotor is interrupted twice within
each period by external kicking potentials. The generalized Floquet operator, in terms
of dimensionless parameters, is given by













exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] ,
(4.4)
where 0 < ⌘ < 1 characterizes the time interval between two subsequent kicks. The
quantum resonance condition is defined as: ⌧ = 2⇡M/N and ⌘ = L/M , where M
and N being coprime integers, MN being even and L < M but L does not need
to be coprime with M . When calculating the reduced Floquet matrix, one thing that
needs to be pointed out is that the expression depends on the parity of LN . For LN
being an even number, the reduced Floquet matrix is given by










































For LN being an odd number, the reduced Floquet matrix is given by









































For ORDKR [see Eq. (2.35)], the Floquet operator is given by












exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] , (4.7)
where ⌧ denotes the effective Planck constant. The quantum resonance condition is
defined as: ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M and N being coprime integers. The expressions of
reduced Floquet matrix for ORDKR depends on the parity of MN . In particular, we
have









































for evenMN , and










































For KHM [see Eq. (2.38)], the Floquet operator is given by
Uˆ (KHM)⌧ = e
 ik2 cos(pˆ)e ik1 cos(qˆ). (4.10)
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The KHM is treated in the same rotor Hilbert space as the kicked rotor. It is quantized
on a rotor Hilbert space, which is represented by eigenfunctions |li (l 2 Z) of pˆ.
And pˆ|li = ⌧ l|li, where ⌧ represents the dimensionless effective Planck constant.
The quantum resonance condition is defined as: ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M and N being
coprime integers. The reduced Floquet matrix is



















From the expressions of these reduced Floquet matrices, we can directly see
that the dynamics is equivalent to a spinor with discrete angle values “dressed" by
a conserved quantity. For a fixed quasiposition #, the angle variable can only take
discrete values 2⇡N j + ⇠ (⇠ =
#
N , ⇠ 2 [0, 2⇡N )).
4.2 Floquet band structure
Once the reduced Floquet matrix (of dimensionN ⇥N ) is obtained, the standard
diagonalization algorithm for a unitary matrix can be exploited to obtain N values of
the quasienergy ⌦. The collection of all possible quasienergies ⌦(#) with respect to
the phase factor # is known as the Floquet band structure. By varying the phase factor
# in [0, 2⇡), we obtain N Floquet bands. The band structure thus generated carries
most of the relevant information about the system’s dynamical properties.
The diagonalization of the reduced Floquet matrix is just to solve the eigenvalue
equation of the Floquet operator, which is an analogue of the Schrödinger equation in
the lattice model. Our purpose of introducing the extended Hilbert space is to provide
a simple picture associated with the translation symmetry. The translation symmetry
implies conserved quantities # for “plane waves" that are analogous to that of free par-
ticles. Wave–particle duality, as a central concept of quantum mechanics, addresses
the inability of classical concepts like “particle" or “wave" to fully describe the behaviour
of quantum-scale objects. Indeed, ⌦ and # define a dispersion relation. It implies
that different plane-wave components of the field-dressed particle may have different
speeds. The dispersion relation plays an important role in the semi-classical picture.
As is well known, the first derivative of ⌦ with respect to # gives the “group velocity" of
the matter wave of particles in the momentum space.
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In this section, we present exhaustive studies of the Floquet bands under the
resonance condition.
4.2.1 Analytical solvable cases
Under the quantum resonance condition, the reduced Floquet matrix for a kicked
rotor is of dimension N ⇥ N provided that N is the translation period. For cases
N = 2 and N = 3 we may analytically solve the eigenvalue equation. For N   4 the
analytical results become tedious and we conduct numerical investigations.
In general the eigenvalue equation [see Eq. (3.52)] for a kicked rotor can be written
as
U(#) ˜(#) = e i⌦ ˜(#), (4.12)
where U(#) denotes the reduced Floquet matrix. The eigenvalues can be deduced
from the equation
Det (U(#)   ) = 0. (4.13)
For the case N = 2 the resulting expression of Eq. (4.13) reads
 2   2  cos ei↵ + e2i↵ = 0, (4.14)






For the case N = 3, the resulting expression of Eq. (4.13) is
 3   3rei✓ 2ei↵ + 3re i✓ e2i↵   e3i↵ = 0. (4.16)




































2   32r2 + r3e3i✓ +
q
1
4   32r2 + 2r3 cos(3✓)  34r4
⌘ 1
3
. Note that all
eigenvalues are in the form of   ⌘ e i⌦, since the reduced Floquet matrix is always
unitary.
TABLE 4.1: case N = 2
model M ↵  






KHM 1 0 arccos
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cos(k) cos(k cos(#2 ))
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TABLE 4.2: case N = 3
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For cases N = 2 and N = 3, our analytical results are listed in Table 4.1, 4.2.
4.2.2 Numerical study
Figure 4.1,4.2 depict the typical band structure of U(#) for a 3-band case. As
for comparison, we consider four different models (KRM, KHM, ORDKR and DKRM)
under similar resonance conditions [using same ⌧ and same k(= k1 = k2)]. The band
structure displays a variety of landscapes. For a general k, all 3 bands are well gapped
(see Fig. 4.1), hence it is convenient to assign a band index to each band. While for
a critical k, 3 bands may touch with each other in different manners (see Fig. 4.2). In
such a case, the identification of bands is challenging.
In addition, a Floquet band is composed of quasienergies and it does not really
make sense to order the bands according to the values of quasienergies. Instead,
when possible, we always use the continuity condition to assign the band index to
























FIGURE 4.1: Floquet band structure with ⌧ = 2⇡ 23 , k = 2.0 for (a) KRM (b) KHM (c)























FIGURE 4.2: Floquet band structure with ⌧ = 2⇡ 23 , k =
4⇡
3 for (a) KRM (b) KHM (c)
























FIGURE 4.3: Floquet band structure with ⌧ = 2⇡ 34 , k = 1.5 for (a) KRM (b) KHM (c)
ORDKR (d) DKRM with ⌘ = 13 .
other in different manners (see Fig. 4.2), i.e., linearly touched in panels (a), (b) and (c),
quadratically touched in panel (d). For the case of linearly touching, different bands are
likely crossed with each other at the touching point. For those quadratically touched
bands, it seems difficult to tell if it is a crossing or a trivial touch. At those critical k,
the touching of Floquet bands have connections to the topological property of those
bands. This will be discussed later.
Figure 4.3 and 4.4 depict typical band structures of U(#) for a 4-band case. For
a general k, all 4 bands are well gapped for KRM [see Fig. 4.3 (a)], while for KHM,
DKRM and ORDKR not all bands are well gapped [see Fig. 4.3(b), (c) and (d)]. By
varying k we found that some bands are always touching with each other. At a critical
k, the bands may touch with each other (see Fig. 4.4).
Based on our analytical study of cases N = 2, 3 and numerical study of cases
N   4, we find out first few critical values of k (at the critical k, we shall see band
























FIGURE 4.4: Floquet band structure with ⌧ = 2⇡ 34 , k =
p
2⇡ for (a) KRM (b) KHM
(c) ORDKR (d) DKRM with ⌘ = 13 .
TABLE 4.3: critical k for KRM
No.
QR 1 2 3 4 5 6
2/3 4⇡/3 4⇡/
p





















TABLE 4.4: critical k for KHM
No.
QR 1 2 3 4 5 6








1/4(3/4) ⇡ 2⇡ 4⇡ 6⇡ 8⇡ 10⇡
1/5(4/5) 2.335 3.019 4.265 4⇡/
p
5 6.240 6.439




TABLE 4.5: critical k for ORDKR
No.
QR 1 2 3 4 5 6




























2/5 1.190 2.052 3.227 3.897 5.070 4⇡/
p
5
3/5 2.052 3.897 4
p
5⇡ 6.744 10.534 8⇡/
p
5
4/5 2.335 3.019 4.265 4⇡/
p
5 6.439 6.744
TABLE 4.6: critical k for DKRM
No.



















































In this section, we present numerical studies of the quasienergy spectrum of
above mentioned models. The quasienergy spectrum is the collection of all possible
quasienergies associated with all #’s.
4.3.1 Quasienergy spectrum vs k
Figure 4.5 shows the Floquet spectrum for KRM and DKRM. In the panel (a) the
critical k (see Table. 4.3) for KRM can be easily identified. In the panel (b) DKRM is set
to L = 1, M = 2, N = 3, which is equivalent to a KRM. Its critical k (see Table. 4.6)
can be easily identified. The spectrum range also shows nonlinear dependence on
k. In Fig. 4.6 the Floquet spectrum for KHM and ORDKR are plotted. As indicated in
previous band structure plots, for some resonance conditions the neighbouring bands
always touch. As a reflection of that, the spectrum for different bands stick together.
From the spectrum plot with respect to k, we found that the spectrum range is not a
simple function of k. And for certain k the spectrum could be greatly suppressed even
to a point spectrum. This in turn means the Floquet band structure is sufficiently flat.
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FIGURE 4.5: Floquet spectrum with respect to k for (a) KRM with M = 2, N = 3,
(b) DKRM with L = 1,M = 2, N = 3.
FIGURE 4.6: Floquet spectrum with respect to k for (a) KHM with M = 1, N = 4,
(b) ORDKR withM = 1, N = 4, .
For ORDKR, the resonance condition (⌧ = 2⇡M/N ) can be classified into even case
(MN being an even number) and odd case (MN being an odd number). In the odd
case the middle band compressed into a point in the spectrum plot Fig. 4.7(b). This
is understood as that the Floquet band is exactly flat with respect to # in the band
structure plot.
4.3.2 Quasienergy spectrum vs ⌧
For our systems, the resonance condition is defined via the parameter ⌧ , which
plays the role of an effective Planck constant. Experimentally, the parameter ⌧ can be
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FIGURE 4.7: Floquet spectrum with respect to k for (a) KHM with M = 1, N = 5,
(b) ORDKR withM = 1, N = 5.
FIGURE 4.8: Floquet spectrum with respect to ⌧ for KRM with k = 0.
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FIGURE 4.9: Floquet spectrum with respect to ⌧ for KHM with k = 2.0.
easily tuned in a wide range, for example, by varying the time delay between subse-
quent kicks. The landscape of both the Floquet band structure and the Floquet band
spectrum are highly sensitive to arithmetic properties of ⌧ . Here we fix the kicking
strength k, while varying the parameter ⌧ , and plot the spectrum with respect to ⌧ .
Figure 4.8 shows the quasienergy spectrum for KRMwith k = 0 and the horizontal
axis is ⌧ . The spectrum is found completely spread out in [0, 2⇡). And when we
increase k, the fine structure in Fig. 4.8 will be gradually washed out until totally blurred.
Figure 2.5 shows the quasienergy spectrum for KHM with k = 1. The spectrum shows
fractal structures and is well known as the Hofstadter’s butterfly. The spectrum “grows"
as we increase k. When k = ⇡/2, the spectrum “touches" the border. And for larger
k’s, the extending parts of the spectrum will fold back, e.g., Fig. 4.9. Figure 2.4 and 4.10
show the quasienergy spectrum of ORDKR. For naked eyes, the spectrum is almost
indistinguishable from that of the KHM. But if we zoom in the spectrum, we may find
that the quasienergy spectrum of KHM and ORDKR are quite different. The similarity
of the structure of the quasienergy spectrum also suggests a relation between KHM
and ORDKR, which will be discussed later. The significance of realizing Hofstadter’s
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FIGURE 4.10: Floquet spectrum with respect to ⌧ for ORDKR with k = 2.0.
butterfly is self-evident. Accordingly, the discovery of such a relation between KHM
and ORDKR is exciting.
4.4 Floquet band eigenstates
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, under the quantum resonance condition,
upon introducing the spinor representation, the eigenvalue equation for a kicked rotor
can be written as
U(#) ˜(#) = e i⌦ ˜(#), (4.18)
where U(#) denotes the reduced Floquet matrix. Assuming the periodicity in angular
momentum space is N , U(#) becomes a unitary matrix of dimension N ⇥ N . With
standard diagonalization algorithm, we may find a set ofN orthonormal eigensolutions.
Each eigensolution represented by  ˜(#) is also known as the Floquet band eigenstate.
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4.4.1 A few remarks
The Floquet band eigenstate  ˜(#) lives in the spinor representation. One more
direct picture for our system is the normal angular momentum representation. Yet
physics will not change under different representations. The spinor representation
simplifies our mathematical treatments, while the normal angular momentum repre-
sentation provides us with a more intuitive picture. The transformation between the
spinor representation and the normal angular momentum representation as already
been introduced in chapter 3, is easy and doable







































There are two points which must be emphasized upon the preparation of band eigen-
states. First, the Floquet band eigenstate is understood as a collection of  ˜(#) for all
possible #. As the phase factor # varies continuously in [0, 2⇡),  ˜⇤(#)  ˜(#) can be un-
derstood as a probability distribution in # space. We denote it by ⇢(#) =  ˜⇤(#)  ˜(#).
For a Floquet band eigenstate with a smooth probability distribution ⇢(#), we found
that if we transform it from the spinor representation to the normal angular momentum
representation, it corresponds to a localized state. Actually this Floquet band eigen-
state describes a Wannier state in the normal angular momentum space if ⇢(#) = 12⇡ ,
which means it is uniformly distributed on the band. The preparation of a Floquet band


























































FIGURE 4.11: QKR under the condition: k = 2, ⌧ = 2⇡3 , eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the Floquet propagator in the spinor representation. (a) Dispersion curves
[eigenvalues ⌦(#)] form three distinct bands called Floquet band structure. Momen-
tum distribution profiles for states prepared on the bottom band (b), middle band (c),
top band (d) are shown.
Second, the band eigenstate is not uniquely defined even if ⇢(#) has been determined.
Indeed, if multiplied by an arbitrary phase factor, the expression of e if(#) ˜(#) yields
the same band eigenstate. There is a gauge problem hidden here. The convenience
for us to generate the band eigenstate stems from the freedom to choose the gauge
convention.
4.4.2 Numerical study
Here we present some numerical studies of the Floquet band eigenstates. Fig-
ure 4.11 depicts the QKR under quantum resonance condition: ⌧ = 2⇡3 with k = 2.
Panel (a) is the Floquet band structure and three quasienergy bands are well gapped,
hence we are able to tag them. Panels (b), (c) and (d) are profiles for corresponding
Floquet band states in the normal angular momentum space. The probability distribu-
tion [see Eq. (4.21)] is set as a uniform distribution. All of them are localized states. As






















































FIGURE 4.12: ORDKR under the condition: k = 2, ⌧ = 2⇡3 , eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the Floquet propagator in the spinor representation. (a) Dispersion curves
[eigenvalues ⌦(#)] form three distinct bands called Floquet band structure. Momen-
tum distribution profiles for states prepared on the bottom band (b), middle band (c),
top band (d) are shown.
resonance condition ⌧ = 2⇡3 with k = 2. Panel (a) is the Floquet band structure. We
are confident of that the Floquet bands are not only well gapped but also show some
kinds of symmetry. The middle band is exactly flat with respect to #, while the top band
and the bottom band are mirror symmetric with each other. In panels (b), (c) and (d)
of Fig. 4.12, the state profiles do not show any symmetry, yet all of them are localized




Exponential Quantum Spreading in
ORDKR under near Resonance
Condition
5.1 Overview
Long-lasting quantum exponential spreading was recently found in a simple but
very rich dynamical model, namely, an on-resonance double-kicked rotor model (OR-
DKR), which has been mentioned in chapter 2. The underlying mechanism, unrelated
to the chaotic motion in the classical limit but resting on quasi-integrable motion in
a pseudoclassical limit, is identified for one special case [10]. By presenting a de-
tailed study of the same model, this chapter offers a framework to explain long-lasting
quantum exponential spreading under much more general conditions. In particular,
we adopt the spinor representation (which has already been described in detail, see
chapter 3) to treat the kicked-rotor dynamics under high-order resonance conditions
and then exploit the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to understand the dynamical
evolution. It is found that the existence of a flat-band (or an effectively flat-band) is
one important feature behind why and how the exponential dynamics emerges. It is
also found that a quantitative prediction of the exponential spreading rate based on
an interesting and simple pseudoclassical map may be inaccurate. In addition to gen-
eral interests regarding the question of how exponential behaviour in quantum systems
may persist for a long time scale, our results should motivate further studies towards a
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better understanding of high-order resonance behaviour in periodically kicked quantum
systems.
In a classical chaotic system, exponential sensitivity to its initial conditions does
not directly yield an exponential growth in its physical observables due to the compli-
cated stretching and folding dynamics in phase space. So it sounds more unlikely to
have an exponential growth in the expectation value of quantum observables for a long
time scale. Indeed, after a very short time scale of dynamical evolution, even the notion
of exponential sensitivity itself becomes problematic in most quantum systems. Thus,
apart from prototypical situations like inverted harmonic oscillators [42], long-lasting
exponential quantum spreading (EQS) sounds elusive (For recent nontrivial examples
of quantum exponential behaviour see [43], [44]).
The EQS reported in the ORDKR [45] is in striking contrast to other known dy-
namical behaviours in kicked-rotor models [46], such as ballistic diffusion, superdiffu-
sion, as well as linear diffusion followed by dynamical localization [46]. Consider the
situations when one time parameter of ORDKR is tuned close to the so-called anti-
resonance condition [47] or to high-order resonance conditions. In the first case, the
EQS mechanism is as follows. First, a quantum ORDKR, though in its deep quan-
tum regime, can still behave remarkably close to the dynamics at a pseudo-classical
limit [48, 49], which can be derived using the anti-resonance condition. Second, the
pseudo-classical limit has one unstable fixed point, and the stable branch of the sep-
aratrix associated with the unstable fixed point can almost fully accommodate a zero-
momentum initial state. Third, as time evolves, the quantum ensemble is attracted to
the unstable fixed point and then exponentially repelled from the fixed point along its
unstable manifold. As also shown in Ref. [45], depending on the detuning from the
anti-resonance condition, the time scale of this exponential behaviour can be made ar-
bitrarily long. However, Ref. [45] was not able to explain EQS under general situations,
i.e., those with its time parameter tuned to a rather arbitrary high-order resonance con-
dition. It is thus still unclear what are the general and necessary conditions for EQS to
occur in ORDKR.
To better understand long-lasting EQS, in this chapter we carry out a detailed
study and adopt a more general framework to illuminate EQS in ORDKR. Specifically,
in dealing with the kicked-rotor dynamics under a high-order resonance condition, we
adapt to ORDKR a technique of analyzing the quasi-resonant kicked-rotor dynamics
[50], based on a spinor formulation supplemented by the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation [50]. It is found that the existence of a flat-band (or an effectively flat-band) of
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ORDKR at zero detuning is one important feature behind the exponential dynamics.
A flat band or an almost flat band makes it possible for a very simple pseudoclassical
limit to emerge. This fact turns out to be very important to explain and understand
EQS qualitatively. However, on a quantitative level, we also observe that predictions
based on a pseudoclassical limit may not work well in accurately predicting the EQS
rate. This finding is shown to have a link with the fine spectral properties of the Floquet
bands of ORDKR.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2, we introduce ORDKR together
with its important spectral features that can be connected with EQS. In Sec. 5.3, we
study in detail the dynamics of ORDKR when its time parameter is tuned close to a
general high-order resonance. We discuss the dynamics induced by a small detun-
ing from high-order resonances and then show how simple pseudoclassical limits can
emerge. We then discuss in depth why EQS occurs and what should be the associated
conditions. We also compare and comment on the EQS rate obtained from the pseu-
doclassical limit with those directly obtained from the quantum dynamics. Section 5.4
concludes this chapter.
5.2 ORDKR under high-order quantum resonance conditions
As we already mentioned in chapter 2, the Floquet operator Uˆ (QKR)⌧ for a kicked
rotor depends on two essential control parameters: ⌧ and k. Parameter k describes
the strength of the kicking potential, while ⌧ represents the effective Planck constant
and describes the overall kicking period. The kicked-rotor dynamics is highly sensitive
to the arithmetic properties of this time parameter. If ⌧ is commensurate to 2⇡, the
quasienergy spectrum of Uˆ (QKR)⌧ will have a band structure, so asymptotically in time
the system’s kinetic energy pˆ2/2 grows ballistically (except in exceptional cases, which
occur when all bands are flat). This corresponds to a quantum resonance and accord-
ing to our discussion in chapter 3, we shall therefore introduce a representation, for
which a complete set of commuting observables is provided by a phase factor # along
with the local angular momentum variable l˜.
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5.2.1 ORDKR
We apply this formalism to the double-kicked rotor model [31], where within each
period the free evolution of a rotor is interrupted twice by an external kicking potential.
In terms of dimensionless parameters, the Floquet operator is given by






















where ⌘T is the time interval between two subsequent kicks, with 0 < ⌘ < 1. As in
previous work [15, 51], we further assume that the overall period T of the system has
been tuned to T = 4⇡. This leads to the so-called ORDKR model, whose Floquet
propagator becomes:





















where ⌧ := ⌘T now plays the role of an effective Planck constant. Note that for
M = N = 1, ⌧ = 2⇡, Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ is equivalent to a single kicked-rotor model under the
so-called anti-resonance condition [47].
The above two models have been mentioned in chapter 2, yet we slightly changed
the notation to facilitate our discussion here. The angular momentum operator pˆ in
chapter 2 is now understood as pˆ = ⌧ lˆ and lˆ becomes a number operator:  i @@✓ . And
the time parameter ⌧ is denoted by the overall period T . The angle variable qˆ is simply
replaced by ✓ (in ✓ representation).
5.2.2 Band representation
Whenever ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M,N being coprime integers, Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ commutes
with translations by N in momentum space, regardless of the parity ofMN . Referring
to the discussion in chapter 3, this corresponds to a quantum resonance. Therefore,
the spinor representation is introduced to describe Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ . A basis for this represen-
tation consists of eigenvectors |#, l˜i, which are represented in the angular momentum
representation by
hl|#, l˜0i = (2⇡) 1/2e il¯# l˜,l˜0 . (5.3)
Here l¯ and l˜ are of the same meanings as introduced earlier in Eq. (3.39). In the spinor




This matrix is also known as the reduced Floquet matrix in spinor representation. It can
be accurately calculated and the explicit expression has been given in chapter 4. With
direct diagonalization algorithm, the quasienergies and corresponding eigenvectors
are obtained. Components of the eigenvectors of matrix U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) are likewise de-
noted as u(⌫)
l˜
(#) (assuming an arbitrary #-dependent phase factor to be fixed by some
gauge convention) . A new representation is thereby defined by the quasi-position and
the quantum number ⌫, such that in the spinor representation basis kets |#, ⌫i are
given by:
h#, l˜|#0, ⌫i =  (#  #0)u(⌫)
l˜
(#) . (5.4)
This may be dubbed “the band representation". In this representation, a state  is
represented by a wave function:





(#) ˜(#, l˜) . (5.5)
Figure 5.1 depicts the band representation for Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ under the condition: k = 2,
⌧ = 2⇡3 . Components of the eigenvectors of matrix U
(ORDKR)




are complex vectors. We plot the real part and imaginary part separately in subplots
of Fig. (5.1).
Transformation formulas from the band representation to the momentum repre-
sentation and to the coordinate representation are then easily computed in the form:
hl|#, ⌫i = (2⇡) 1/2e il#u(⌫)
l˜
(#),







where as usual l = lN + l˜.
In the band representation, using Eq. (5.6), we find
h#, ⌫|lˆ|#0, ⌫ 0i =  ⌫,⌫0h#, ⌫|ˆ˜l   iN dd# |#
0, ⌫i , (5.7)
where lˆ is the operator:  i @@✓ . In the band representation it has two components, ˆ˜l
is the “spin" part and is bounded by N ,  iN dd# is the “orbital" part and is classically
conjugate to quasiposition-#. Operator lˆ and arbitrary functions of lˆ do not cause



























































FIGURE 5.1: ORDKR under condition: k = 2, ⌧ = 2⇡3 , profiles for normalized spinor
states (u(⌫)
l˜
(#) = Rei , ⌫ =  1, 0, 1, l˜ = 0, 1, 2) in the spinor representation. ⌫ is
the index for different bands, ⌫ =  1 is for the bottom band ((a) and (b) colored blue),
⌫ = 0 is for the middle band ((c)and (d) colored green), ⌫ = 1 is for the top band
((e) and (f) colored red). l˜ is the index for different components of a vector. l˜ = 0 is
marked by a solid line with circles, l˜ = 1 is marked by a solid line with squares, l˜ = 2
is marked by a solid line with stars.
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For an arbitrary function of the position operator G(✓ˆ), Eq.(5.6) yields:























With G(✓) = cos(✓), this yields





















and l˜±1 is understood ( mod N ). This shows that the kicking operators exp[±ik cos(✓ˆ)]
do produce interband transitions. Among there, F⌫,⌫(#) is of particular interest and
denoted as the “band potential". For higher (N > 1) resonances it has to be numer-
ically computed. In the case M = 1, N = 3, the effective potentials for all bands
can be found analytically. In Fig. 5.2 we plot the effective potentials for a flat band
under different k’s. The flat-band potential F0,0 is found to be indistinguishable from
 (2N) 1 cos(#) when k << 1.
Under the quantum resonance condition, states prepared in a flat band subspace
will stay localized, whereas states prepared in non-flat band subspaces will undergo
ballistic spreadings in the momentum space. It will prove useful to prepare states, that
are spectrally supported by the flat band alone, and in addition are well localized in
momentum space around momentum l = 0. To this end one may exploit the mean
ergodic theorem [52] according to which, for any rotor state | i, in the limit when







⌘n | i (5.12)
tends to be the projection of | i onto the eigenspace of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ which corresponds to
the eigenvalue 1, i.e., the flat band subspace. Alternatively one may compute Wannier
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FIGURE 5.2: Effective potential for flat Floquet band in spinor representation, with
⌧ = 2⇡/3. In panel (a), k = 2.0, and in panel (b), k = 3.5. Panel (c) is the top view
of the effective potential with respect to # and k. The color bar indicates the value of
F0,0(#).
states in the momentum space centred at l = 0; these are equal-weight coherent
superpositions of all eigenstates in a band with different choices of the Bloch phase
(quasi-position) #. Figure 5.3 (b),(c), and (d) show the momentum distribution profiles
for such kind of states that are prepared on the bottom band, the middle band and the
top band in the caseM = 1, N = 3. The momentum expectation values of the states
are set to be 0, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (b)-(d).
5.2.3 Some spectral properties
The band structure of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ has to be found numerically in general. However,
in the case when M = 1 and N = 3, it can be computed analytically as shown
in Appendix .2. A result is shown for k = 2.0 in Fig. 5.3(a). The bands are seen
to be symmetric with respect to the central band, which is flat, and aligned with the

































FIGURE 5.3: (a) Floquet band structure of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ with M = 1, N = 3 and k =
2.0, shown via eigenphase ⌦(#) vs. #. Momentum distribution profiles for states
prepared on the bottom band (b), middle band (c), top band (d) are also shown.
Here and in all other figures, all plotted quantities are in dimensionless units.
wheneverM and N are odd and coprime (a proof of this is given in the next chapter);
in the following we always restrict to such cases.
The dynamical properties that make the object of this chapter rest on a result
[53] that for the same values of ⌧ the maximal bandwidth of the non-flat bands scales
with the kicking strength k as kN+2. This implies that under a high-order resonance
condition (i.e., N > 2), and for a sufficiently small kicking parameter k, effectively
all the Floquet bands of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ will be flat. In Fig. 5.5 (a) we show one example of
the band width with respect to the kicking strength k. See the insert plot in Fig. 5.5
(a), where the solid line with square refers to the widest band, it faithfully reflects the
scaling law of kN+2. Thanks to the inversion symmetry of the spectrum with respect
to the zero eigenphase [53], the eigenphases ⌦(#) of the matrix U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) may be
labeled by a band index ⌫ with  N0  ⌫  N0, where N = 2N0 + 1, such that
⌦⌫(#) =  ⌦ ⌫(#) ; then symmetric bands have opposite ⌫, and the flat band has
⌫ = 0.
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FIGURE 5.4: Floquet spectrum of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ as a function of k for ⌧ = 2⇡/3 in panel
(a) and for ⌧ = 2⇡/3+2⇡/3003 in panel (b). The spectrum is also collectively plotted
vs. a varying ⌧ for k = 1.5 in panel (c) and for k = 2.4 in panel (d).
We also plot in Fig. 5.4 (a) the Floquet band structure vs. the kicking strength
parameter k, with ⌧ = 2⇡/3. As a comparison, we show in Fig. 5.4 (b) the spectrum
in parallel if the effective Planck constant is slightly increased to ⌧ = 668⇡/1001 (=
2⇡/3 + 2⇡/3003, so the effective Planck constant remains a rational multiple of 2⇡).
In that case there are 1001 Floquet bands forming three clusters. We denoteW (k) as
the spectral range of the clusters with a kicking strength k. It is seen from Fig. 5.4 (b)
that W (k) is not a monotonous function of k. In Fig. 5.5 (b) we show such spectrum
range as a function of k. The overall trend does not suggest a simple dependence,
yet in the insert plot we found that for a small k, the spectrum range scales with the
kicking strength linearly. Later we shall come back to discuss this spectrum range.
And we found that the EQS mechanism under near resonance condition is closely
related to the spectrum range. To have an overview of the spectrum, we show again
for completeness the spectrum collectively as we scan ⌧ , resulting in the well-known
Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum [15, 51, 54]. The results are shown in Fig. 5.4 (c) for
k = 1.5 and in Fig. 5.4 (d) for k = 2.4.
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FIGURE 5.5: (a) Bandwidth of the Floquet band for ORDKR under resonance con-
dition: ⌧ = 2⇡/3, denoted by W , as a function of the kicking strength parameter k.
The insert is the same, but on a loglog scale. The solid line with circles is for the mid-
dle band, while the solid line with squares is for the top band. (b) Floquet spectrum
range for ORDKR under resonance condition: ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + 2⇡/3003, also denoted
byW . The insert is the same, but on a loglog scale. The solid line with circles is for
the middle band cluster, while the solid line with squares is for the top band cluster.
5.3 EQS in ORDKR tuned near quantum resonance
5.3.1 Numerical results
When setting the effective Planck constant ⌧ of ORDKR close to a quantum res-
onance condition, i.e., ⌧ = 2⇡M/N + ✏ with both M and N being odd integers, we
found in Ref. [45] that long-lasting EQS over many orders of magnitude of the kinetic
energy occurs, with the EQS time scale increasing with a decreasing detuning param-
eter ✏. However, the theoretical analysis in Ref. [45] was applicable exclusively to the
case of M = N = 1. It is still unclear what is the underlying physics behind EQS in
general near-resonance cases and why we need M and N to be both odd integers
to observe EQS. Here we analyze the dynamics of ORDKR tuned near a general res-
onance condition. Though our discussions will be as general as possible, we mainly
use ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏ to present explicit results.
Figure 5.6 (a) and 5.6 (b) depict the dynamics of the expectation value of mo-
mentum squared (plotted on a log scale), for an initial state prepared on the Floquet
middle-flat band or on the bottom-nonflat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ withM = 1,N = 3 [through-
out we always assume that such band states are localized in the neighborhood of zero
momentum, see Fig. 5.3(b)-(d)]. The detuning is chosen to be ✏ = 10 4.
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First of all, for the flat-band initial state [panel (a)], there is an obvious (relatively
wide) time window in which the plotted curve can be fitted by a straight line. This
indicates EQS, which is seen to cover the expectation value of momentum squared by
many orders of magnitude over quite a long time scale. By contrast, for the initial state
prepared on a non-flat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ , there is clearly no such exponential behavior.
This comparison suggests that it is important for the initial state to be placed on a
flat-band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ to observe EQS upon introducing a small detuning.
To further understand this, we project the wavefunction evolving in time under
Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ onto the three bands of Uˆ
(ORDKR)
⌧ withM = 1 andN = 3. We show in Fig. 5.6(c)
and (d) the time dependence of the resulting projection probabilities. In particular,
Fig. 5.6(c) is for the flat-band initial state. There it is seen that despite the detuning ✏,
the system still mainly occupies the flat-band for a very long time scale. Interestingly,
once considerable population have been transferred to the other two bands (at about
t = 6 ⇥ 104), the associated time dependence of the momentum squared shown in
Fig. 5.6(a) also starts to deviate significantly from an exponential law. Figure 5.6(d)
shows the other case, where initially all population are on a non-flat band and then the
system experiences population transfer to other two bands.
We have also numerically examined how the exponential rate of EQS depends
on the system parameters k and ✏ for a flat-band initial state. The results are shown
in Fig. 5.7. We first fit the EQS behavior shown in Fig. 5.6(a) by e2 + over a proper
time scale, and then plot the obtained  + vs. k [Fig. 5.7(a)] or vs. ✏ [Fig. 5.7(b)]. It is
seen that the exponential rate is a linear function of ✏, but displays a highly nontrivial
dependence on k. As such, the exponential rate of EQS depends on both parameters
k and ✏, rather than depends on their product only. This marks a clear difference from
the analysis in Ref. [45] for ⌧ = 2⇡ + ✏.
Parallel numerical studies are also carried out for other cases. For example, we
have considered cases with much smaller values of k. Due to the above-mentioned
power-law scaling of the band width (⇠ kN+2) for Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ with both M and N being
odd, all the Floquet bands are effectively flat, as for an illustration see Fig. 5.5 (a). In
these situations (including the high-order resonance case studied in Ref. [45]), we find
that upon introducing a detuning of ✏, i.e., ⌧ = 2⇡M/N + ✏, EQS occurs and the result
is insensitive to the initial state. Figure 5.8 shows such an EQS behaviour in this case.
This further strengthens the view that the flat-band initial states are important for us to
understand EQS. To double-check this, we have also considered cases in which either










































FIGURE 5.6: Panels (a) and (b) depicts the time dependence of momentum squared,
with t denoting the number of iterations of the ORDKR Floquet operator Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ , with
⌧ = 2⇡/3+✏, k = 2.0 and ✏ = 10 4, for initial states prepared on the middle flat band
or a non-flat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ (with M = 1 and N = 3), respectively. The log scale
is used for plotting the expectation value of momentum squared. Panel (a) displays
a wide time window in which the plotted curve is linear, thus signaling an exponential
time dependence. Panels (c) and (d) show the corresponding population dynamics,
where the occupation probability is obtained by projecting the time evolving state on
the three Floquet bands of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ (withM = 1 and N = 3).
indeed we do not find EQS either. All these numerical results suggest an important
connection between EQS and the existence of a flat (or effectively flat) band in Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧
with bothM and N being odd.
5.3.2 Theoretical analysis
5.3.2.1 Single-band approximation
To see how a detuning from exact resonance (⌧ = 2⇡M/N+✏) induces nontrivial
dynamical evolution, we first rewrite the ORDKR propagator in the following form:
Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ = Rˆ
†
✏Wˆ⌧ Rˆ✏ , (5.13)
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FIGURE 5.7: Exponential rate of EQS obtained by direct exponential fitting of the
time dependence of the kinetic energy (i.e., ⇠ e2 + ) over a proper time scale, with
⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏. In panel (a), ✏ = 2⇡/3003,  + is shown for a varying k. In panel (b),
k = 1.5,  + is shown for a varying ✏.
FIGURE 5.8: Time dependence of momentum squared, with t denoting the number
of iterations of the ORDKR Floquet operator Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ , with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏, k = 0.2
and ✏ = 10 4, for initial states prepared on the bottom non-flat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ (with
M = 1 and N = 3). The log scale is used to indicate the beautiful exponential
behaviour on the expectation value of momentum squared.
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where
Rˆ✏ = exp( i✏lˆ2/2) , (5.14)
Wˆ⌧ = Uˆ
(ORDKR)
⌧ Uˆ✏ , (5.15)
and so
Uˆ✏ = exp[ik cos(✓ˆ)]Rˆ✏ exp[ ik cos(✓ˆ)]Rˆ†✏ . (5.16)
Operator Wˆ⌧ is thus a product of the exactly resonant propagator and a detuning-
induced factor. This factor Uˆ✏ has two effects: (i) it breaks the momentum-space trans-
lational invariance possessed by Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ , which means that quasi-position is no longer
a conserved quantity; (ii) it causes population transfer between different Floquet bands
of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ .
Our analysis is based on two main ingredients. First, our numerical results above
shows that the population transfer can be insignificant over a considerable time scale
for a sufficiently small detuning. So we will implement an approximation of the Born-
Oppenheimer type, which means projecting the above operators onto the band sub-
spaces to neglecting inter-band transitions [50]. Resting on the observation that in the
dynamical equations ✏ plays the formal role of a Planck constant, our next step is to
study the single-band dynamics thus obtained at a small detuning ✏ under a pseudo-
classical approximation. This pseudo-classical approximation [48, 49] is based on the
limit ✏ ! 0, ✏l ! I , and k✏ ! k˜; where I is a pseudoclassical momentum (that is
conjugate to position ✓), ✏ plays the role of a Planck constant.
To project onto band subspaces we have to first write operators in Eq. (5.14)
and (5.16) in the band representation. Matrix elements of operator Rˆ✏ in Eq. (5.14)
are computed using Eq. (5.7). The task is simplified by the observation that in the
pseudoclassical approximation ✏ ! 0, to be implemented later, terms like ✏l˜ and ✏l˜2
will be negligible, because l˜ is bounded by N . Dismissing such terms, we find :
h#, ⌫|Rˆ✏|#0, ⌫ 0i =  ⌫,⌫0h#, ⌫| exp( iN
2Lˆ2
2✏
)|#0, ⌫i , (5.17)
where Lˆ ⌘  i✏ dd# is the operator that is pseudoclassically conjugate to the quasi-
position. Thus, in the pseudoclassical limit, the operator Rˆ✏ does not cause interband
transitions. The matrix elements of the kicking operator are computed using Eq. (5.10).
This shows that the kicking operators exp[±ik cos(✓ˆ)] do produce interband transi-
tions, even in the pseudoclassical limit. In order to obtain projected single-band dy-
namics without breaking the unitarity, we simply ignore all interband matrix elements
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of cos(✓ˆ). For the ⌫-th band this amounts to replacing the operator Uˆ✏ by the Born-
Oppenheimer-like operator:

























It should be noted that the “band potential" F⌫,⌫(#) is gauge-invariant, i.e., the phase
factor can be chosen arbitrarily. In the case M = 1, N = 3, the effective poten-
tials for all bands can be found analytically. We plot in Fig. 5.2 the effective poten-
tial for a flat band. The flat-band potential F0,0 is found to be indistinguishable from
 (2N) 1 cos(#) when k << 1.
5.3.2.2 Pseudoclassical approximation
Under the near resonance condition, we will implement a pseudoclassical ap-
proximation providing that the detuning ✏ is small enough. This pseudo or ✏-classical
approximation formalism was first introduced by Fishman et al. [48, 49] and was used
to study the accelerator modes of a near resonant kicked rotor model. In the asymp-
totic limit (✏ ! 0) the dynamics of a quantum kicked rotor can be equally described
by a “classical" dynamics based on a quasiclassical approximation. As emphasized
in [48, 49], the classical limit is not related to the limit ⌧ ! 0 (as in the cited literature
~ ! 0) but to the limit ✏ ! 0 instead. This is why it was called “pseudoclassical
approximation".
If ✏ is regarded as a (pseudo)-Planck constant, then Eq. (5.18) is manifestly the
formal quantization of the pseudoclassical map (#0, L0) 7! (#4, L4), which is obtained
by composing the following four maps:
(#1, L1) = (#0  N2L0, L0)
(#2, L2) = (#1, L1   k˜F 0⌫,⌫(#1)
(#3, L3) = (#2 +N
2L2, L2)




These maps respectively correspond to the four unitary operators of which Eq. (5.18)
is composed. Using this, and Eq. (5.16), we can then derive a pseudoclassical in-
band approximation for the operator Wˆ⌧ . In the ⌫-th band, Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ is just multiplied by
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exp( i⌦(#)), which amounts to an additional kick, implies a correction by:
L4 ! L4 + ✏⌦0(#) . (5.20)
The additional operators Rˆ✏ and Rˆ
†
✏ appear in Eq. (5.13) simply enforce a cyclic rear-
rangement of the maps in Eq. (5.19), such that the 2nd map in Eq. (5.19) becomes
the 1st one, while the 1st map becomes the 4th one. This composite map is however
written in the “band" variables #, L, and to make comparisons to the exact dynamics it
is necessary to restore the “physical" variables ✓ and I = ✏l . To this end we use that
# = N✓, and so I = NL. This yields:
(✓1, I1) = (✓0, I0  Nk˜F 0⌫,⌫(N✓0))
(✓2, I2) = (✓1 + I1, I1)
(✓3, I3) = (✓2, I2 +Nk˜F
0
⌫,⌫(N✓2)
I3 = I3 + ✏N⌦
0(N✓3)
(✓4, I4) = (✓3   I3, I3)
(5.21)
In the case of the flat band (⌫ = 0), the correction in Eq. (5.20) is absent; hence
the pseudoclassical analogue of the complete operator Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ is found, also as the
product of four maps. The fourfold product of maps in the variables ✓, I which is ob-
tained in this way is our final pseudoclassical approximation for the flat-band dynamics.
Its form is greatly simplified by one more canonical change of variables, from ✓, I to
✓, J ⌘ ✓ + I . In the new variables, the map can be written as an iteration map:
Jn+1 = Jn  B(✓n)
✓n+1 = ✓n  B(Jn+1)
(5.22)
where B(✓) = Nk˜F 00,0(N✓) and B(J) = Nk˜F 00,0(NJ).
This map is somewhat resemblant of the kicked-Harper map, from which it differs
because in that case B(✓) / sin(✓). It is important to remark that this map is not
precisely pseudoclassical, because along with the pseudoclassical parameter k˜ it still
explicitly retains ✏, the pseudo-Planck constant. Note also that the band potential is
fully determined by the spectral structure at exact resonances, so it is only dependent
on k = k˜/✏. At small ✏ 6= 0 the phase space structure of the map, illustrated in Fig. 5.9
(a) for the case N = 3, reveals the origin of the EQS, as we shall explain in detail.
For a not too large k, the phase portrait exhibits 2q unstable fixed points in each
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line I = 2n⇡/N (n an arbitrary integer). The stable and unstable manifolds of such
points support thin stochastic layers. They interconnect to form a regular network,
whereby the phase space is partitioned in parallelograms. Each parallelogram is cen-
tered at a stable fixed point and has unstable fixed points at its vertices; two of its sides
are parallel to the ✓-axis, and the other two are at an angle of arctan( 2) with it. For
half of the unstable points which lie on the zero-momentum axis, the unstable mani-
folds reach out in momentum space towards the unstable points located at momentum
±2⇡/N . Hence, a pseudoclassical ensemble of points initially prepared near momen-
tum zero will be attracted exponentially fast along the zero momentum axis by such
fixed points. They are then been driven away exponentially fast from the axis along
their unstable manifolds.
The same qualitative behaviour is observed in the dynamics of quantum states,
which are initially prepared in the flat band subspace of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ near zero momentum.
For such states, the quantum evolution follows the flat-band dynamics for a long time
as we have seen. And the small-✏, quantum flat-band dynamics in turn mirrors the
pseudoclassical dynamics. This is confirmed in Fig. 5.10, where Husimi phase-space
distributions are shown for a quantum state evolved from an initial state that prepared
on the flat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ . The pseudoclassical separatrix structure is faithfully re-
flected in the quantum dynamics. Because the actual physical momentum is given by
⌧I/✏, the EQS in the expectation value of I2 results in a large-scale EQS in the actual
momentum space. This two-fold EQS mechanism explains why the system should be
slightly detuned from ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M and N both being odd. If either M or N
is an even number, then Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ does not have a flat band (or an effectively flat band
state) and our analysis does not apply.
To further check the above picture, we consider an initial state prepared on a non-
flat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ with M = 1, N = 3 and k = 2 (we do not consider a smaller k
because, as mentioned earlier, all bands will be effectively flat if k is very small). In this
case ⌦0(#) is not negligible, and hence an appropriate classical dynamical description
should be based on the map in Eq. (5.21). More importantly, which is perhaps not
obvious from the phase space plot in Fig. 5.9(b), along one individual trajectory, the
value of L✏ can jump by ✏N⌦0(#), which yields a linear increase in the momentum
scale (on average) and has nothing to do with an exponential repulsion mechanism we
identified earlier. Indeed, the computational results shown in Fig. 5.6(b) do not suggest
any EQS behaviour. Rather, examining the results using a log-log plot shows that the
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FIGURE 5.9: (a) Phase-space portrait of the pseudoclassical map of ORDKR de-
scribed by (5.22), for the flat band with k = 2.0, ✏ = 10 3, and ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏. (b)
Phase-space portrait of the pseudoclassical map described in (5.21) for the nonflat
band with k = 2.0, ✏ = 10 3, and ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏.
spreading is ballistic, which is consistent with the fact that the states are prepared on
a continuous non-flat band.
5.3.2.3 Quantitative investigation of EQS rates
To perform linear stability analysis of the pseudoclassical map described in Eq. (5.22),







where J ⌘ ✓ + I , B(✓) = Nk˜F 00,0(q✓), and B(J) = Nk˜F 00,0(NJ). The unsta-
ble points can be obtained from the band potential derived above. It can be eas-
ily shown that the pseudoclassical map is an area-preserving map, as det (J) ⌘ 1.
























FIGURE 5.10: Husimi distribution for Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ (M = 1, N = 3), with initial state
I = 0 under the condition k = 2.0 and ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + 2⇡/3003. (a) Husimi distribution
of the initial state. (b) Husimi distribution of the state after 3000 iterations under the
map Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ . (c) Husimi distribution of the state after 60000 iterations under the map
Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ . In plotting the Husimi distribution the dimensionless effective Planck con-
stant used in the coherent states is taken to be the same as the detuning 2⇡/3003.
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FIGURE 5.11: Pseudoclassocal prediction of the EQS rate at the unstable fixed point
for our pseudo-classical map, with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏, ✏ = 2⇡/3003.




2 ] with K = B
0(✓)B0(J) evaluated at an unstable fixed point. For
small values of kicking strength k, K is proportional to k2 and  cl+ ⇠ k. In Fig. 5.11,
we show  cl+ vs. k. Note that if we use an actual ensemble of trajectories close to zero
momentum to simulate the pseudo-classical dynamics, the obtained pseudo-classical
EQS rate still agrees quite well with the simple linear stability analysis here.
Interestingly, our numerical results shown in Fig. 5.7 are richer than the prediction
of  cl+ ⇠ k: the actual EQS rate  + is found to be proportional to ✏ but is not a
monotonous function of k. This disagreement on the quantitative level suggests that
our above treatments have introduced some errors. Additional numerical checks show
that the errors are not directly due to the pseudo-classical treatment itself.
To better characterize and understand the quantitative disagreement we introduce
a factor g ⌘  +
 cl+
, namely, the ratio of the numerical EQS rate and that predicted by our
pseudo-classical map, g thus defined should be a function of ✏ and k. The dependence
of g on ✏ is found to be very weak. So we focus on the k-dependence. In Fig. 5.12
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FIGURE 5.12: (a) Dashed line represents numerical results of g, where g is defined
in the text as the ratio of the actual exponential rate and the rate obtained from our
pseudo-classical map, with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + ✏, ✏ = 2⇡/3003. In panel(b) the dashed
line basically present the same result but plotting 0.7 ⇥ g ⇥ k for a varying k. Solid
line represents W (k), which is the spectral range of the middle subband cluster of














FIGURE 5.13: (a) Dashed line represents numerical results of g, where g is defined
in the text as the ratio of the actual exponential rate and the rate obtained from our
pseudo-classical map, with ⌧ = 6⇡/5 + ✏, ✏ = 2⇡/4990. In panel(b) dashed line
basically presents the same result but plotting 0.2 ⇥ g ⇥ k for a varying k. Solid
line represents W (k), which is the spectral range of the middle subband cluster of
Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ .
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(a), we show g vs. k. For the same detuning, Fig. 5.12(b) shows 0.7 g k vs. k (dash
line) as compared with W (k), where W (k) is the spectral range of the middle sub-
band cluster of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ , with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 + 2⇡/3003. Remarkably, the g factor is seen
to be strongly correlated with the actual spectral range W (k) of the middle subband
cluster [for a computational example of the subband clusters, see Fig. 5.4 (b)]. This
correlation between g andW (k) is somewhat expected: the pseudoclassical Hamilto-
nian suggests that the energy scale is proportional to k but the actual spectrum can
be a highly nonlinear function of k. In particular, it is seen that for k ⇡ 2.4, g as well
as the spectral width W (k) are seen to be almost zero in Fig. 5.12(a). This collapse
of the Floquet subbands leads to a freezing of the quantum dynamics and the differ-
ence between the actual dynamics and our pseudoclassical prediction becomes most
pronounced. Such type of information about Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ can be sensitive to the values of
⌧ and k, and is naturally not considered in our above theoretical analysis based on
the adiabatic approximation and the pseudo-classical treatment. Roughly speaking,
detailed aspects of the dynamical evolution are determined by the actual spectrum
of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ , not by the on-resonance propagator Uˆ
(ORDKR)
⌧ . So by analyzing the actual
dynamics using one band subspace of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ only, certain subtle quantum effects
connected with the many subbands are necessarily lost. Indeed, in our theoretical
analysis, we only require the population to stay on the flat band of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ and have
neglected all possible fine structures in the actual Floquet spectrum of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ .
Some additional remarks are in order. First, we have also carried out the same
analysis for ⌧ = 2⇡ + ✏, i.e., the anti-resonance case studied in Ref. [45]. In this case
we always find g = 1. That is, for ORDKR slightly detuned from an anti-resonance
condition, the pseudo-classical prediction is found to match the EQS rate quantitatively.
We believe that this is closely connected with the fact that Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ (M = 1,N = 1) has
only one flat band and hence there is no need to apply the above-mentioned adiabatic
approximation. We have also studied other cases, for example, with ⌧ = 6⇡/5 + ✏
and ✏ = 2⇡/4995, see Fig. 5.13, again showing correlations with the actual spectral
range of the subband clusters of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ . As the focus of this work is on a physical
explanation of EQS in ORDKR detuned slightly from a general resonance condition,
which has been achieved, we leave a more detailed study of g for possible future work.
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5.4 Concluding remarks
The main contribution of this chapter is to extend the analysis in Ref. [45] from
ORDKR near an antiresonance case to general cases near high-order resonances. It
is explained here why EQS can occur in ORDKR if its effective Planck constant ⌧ is
slightly detuned from 2⇡M/N with bothM and N being odd. Our theoretical analysis
shows that EQS is closely related to two pieces of physics: (i) the existence of flat
bands or effectively flat bands of ORDKR under high-order resonances and (ii) the
emergence of an integrable pseudo-classical limit whose dynamics can induce rather
uniform exponential spreading in the momentum space. We also point out that the
pseudo-classical picture also makes it straightforward to understand the time scale of
EQS [45]. On the quantitative level, we find that there is some differences in EQS
rates between our simple theoretical analysis and the actual quantum dynamics. This
indicates that the dynamics of ORDKR near high-order resonances can be richer if
details become important.
In this chapter we do not discuss any experimental issues. For example, in atom-
optics realizations of the kicked rotor dynamics (For atom-optics experiments of kicked-
rotor systems within the last three years, please see, for example, [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]),
the nonzero width in the quasi-momentum distribution should introduce more compli-
cations, but in our constructed ORDKR the width is taken as absolutely zero. However,
for near anti-resonance cases this issue was already carefully addressed in Ref. [45].
Therefore we do not repeat similar analysis here.
Long-lasting EQS is an intriguing dynamical phenomenon. Our route towards
the understanding of EQS also indicates that a pseudo-classical approach of kicked
systems near quantum resonance conditions constitutes a powerful tool in digesting
quantum dynamics that is nevertheless in the deep quantum regime. Further studies
on the quantitative difference between our pseudoclassical predictions and the actual
quantum results might bring deeper understandings of this approach as well as the
adiabatic approximation we made. The very existence of Floquet flat bands of OR-
DKR and their roles in generating EQS also hint that there should be more interesting









Recent studies [15, 55] have established that, in addition to the well-known kicked
Harper model (KHM), an on-resonance double kicked rotor model (ORDKR) also has
Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum, with strong resemblance to the standard Hofstadter’s
spectrum that is a paradigm in studies of the integer quantum Hall effects. Earlier it
was shown that the quasi-energy spectra of these two dynamical models (i) can exactly
overlap with each other if an effective Planck constant ⌧ takes irrational multiples of
2⇡ [55] and (ii) will be different if the same parameter takes rational multiples of 2⇡ [15].
In this chapter, we make some detailed comparisons between these two models,
with the effective Planck constant given by 2⇡M/N , where M and N are coprime
and odd integers. It is found that the ORDKR spectrum (with two periodic kicking
sequences having the same kick strength) has one flat band andN   1 non-flat bands
whose widths decay in power law as⇠ kN+2, where k is a kicking strength parameter.
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The existence of a flat band is strictly proven and the power law scaling, numerically
checked for a number of cases, is also analytically proven for a three-band case. By
contrast, the KHM does not have any flat band and its band width scales linearly with
k. This is shown to result in dramatic differences in dynamical behaviours, such as
transient (but extremely long) dynamical localization in ORDKR, which is absent in
KHM. Finally, we show that despite these differences, there exist simple extensions of
KHM and ORDKR (upon introducing an additional periodic phase parameter) such that
the resulting extended KHM and ORDKR are actually topologically equivalent, i.e., they
yield exactly the same Floquet-band Chern numbers and display topological phase
transitions at the same kicking strengths. A theoretical derivation of this topological
equivalence is provided. These results are also of interest to our current understanding
of quantum-classical correspondence considering that KHM and ORDKR have exactly
the same classical limit after a simple canonical transformation.
This chapter is organized in the following order. In Sec. 6.2, we give a brief intro-
duction to KHM and ORDKR. After that we explain our main motivations for the current
chapter. In Sec. 6.3 we present detailed results regarding a spectral comparison be-
tween KHM and ORDKR, for the same k and ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M and N being
coprime and odd integers. Numerical findings will be described first, followed by an-
alytical considerations when possible (e.g., band width scaling for a three-band case
and the general proof of a flat band for ORDKR). The implications of peculiar spectral
properties of ORDKR for its dynamics are also discussed via some numerical studies.
In Sec. 6.4, we study the KHM and ORDKR by extending them to accommodate a
new periodic parameter and demonstrating the topological equivalence of the resulting
extended models. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
6.2 KHM and ORDKR
The kicked-rotor (KR) model [2] is one of the important paradigms of quantum
chaos and quantum-classical correspondence. As already introduced in chapter 2,
the Floquet operator Uˆ (QKR)⌧ [see Eq. (2.17) for a quantum kicked rotor depends on two
essential control parameters: ⌧ and k. Through extensive numerical simulations and
mathematical analysis, it is now well known that in general the kicked rotor dynamics
can be classified into two categories [3]. For an irrational (hence generic) value of
⌧/2⇡ the system can diffuse in (angular) momentum space only for a short time due
to “dynamical localization”, regardless of the kicking strength. This indicates a discrete
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spectrum of Uˆ (QKR)⌧ and is closely related to Anderson localization [19]. On the other
hand, for ⌧/2⇡ being a rational multiple of 2⇡ (except for odd multiples of 2⇡), Uˆ (QKR)⌧
has continuous bands: A time-evolving state would keep spreading out in the (angular)
momentum space ballistically. This category of dynamics was termed as “quantum
resonance” [41]. Recently, it has been shown [56] that under quantum resonance
conditions, i.e., ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with prime N , none of the bands in the quasi-energy
spectrum of Uˆ (QKR)⌧ is flat; in addition, all the bands shrink as the kicking strength k
decreases in a power law (a same power law) if the spectrum is degenerate (non-
degenerate) at k = 0. The special case of ⌧ being odd multiple of 2⇡ is termed as
“anti-resonance”, where the spectrum of Uˆ (QKR)⌧ is of pure point and the system retrieves
itself after every two quantum maps.
Another important quantum chaos model is the kicked Harper model (KHM) [57,
58, 59, 60, 61, 62], originally introduced in Ref. [63] as an approximation of the problem
of kicked charges in a magnetic field. Remarkably, the KHM and even a whole class
of its generalized versions were shown to be equivalent to the problem of a charge
periodically kicked by a periodic potential in the presence of a magnetic field [64].
The associated quantum map is described by the Floquet operator Uˆ (KHM)⌧ (which has
already been introduced in chapter 2, see Eq. (2.38))
Uˆ (KHM)⌧ = exp [ ik2 cos(pˆ)] exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] , (6.1)
The dynamics of the KHM differs from that of the kicked rotor model as described
above in several aspects. For example, for all irrational values of ⌧/2⇡, the system
tends to delocalize (localize) in (angular) momentum space for k1 > k2 (k1 < k2) in
general [60, 61, 62]. Of particular interest is the symmetric case of k1 = k2 = k,
for which the quasi-energy spectrum of Uˆ (KHM)⌧ is fractal-like in general. Scanning the
spectrum collectively for fixed k1 = k2 = k versus a varying ⌧ forms a pattern that
resembles the Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum [65], a paradigm in studies of the integer
quantum Hall effect. The associated dynamics is extended in general and may be
connected with the fractal dimensions of the Floquet spectrum.
Given the above-mentioned differences between QKR and KHM, the work of
Ref. [15] by two of the authors emerged somewhat unexpectedly. There it was shown
that a variant of QKR also has the Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum. The double-kicked
rotor model therein is a special case of a multiple kicked rotor. It was first introduced in
Ref. [11] and studied both experimentally and theoretically in Ref. [31]. Follow these re-
sults, [15] studied a double-kicked rotor model under a quantum-resonance condition.
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This model is associated with two periodic  -kicks of strengths k1 and k2, separated
by a time interval: 0 < ⌘ < 1, yielding the Floquet operator Uˆ (DKRM)⌧ [see Eq. (2.33)]
as previously introduced in chapter 2. In Ref. [15], ⌧ is chosen to satisfy the quantum




= 1 due to the discreteness of the
momentum eigenvalues. This leads us to an on-resonance double kicked rotor model
(ORDKR) [66], whose Floquet operator is given by Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ (which has already been
introduced in chapter 2, see Eq. (2.35))












exp [ ik1 cos(qˆ)] . (6.2)
Note that we have deliberately used symbols k1 and k2 in both Uˆ (KHM)⌧ and Uˆ
(ORDKR)
⌧
because in this chapter, parameter k1 or k2 will always be assigned the same values.
The experimental realization of such an ORDKR propagator in atom optics is possible
by loading a Bose-Einstein-Condensate (BEC) in a kicked optical lattice, with the initial
quasi-momentum spread of the BEC being negligibly small as compared with the recoil
momentum of the optical lattice.
Our main plan for this chapter is to make some detailed comparisons between
KHM and ORDKR as they are two closely related dynamical models both possessing
Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum. Our motivations are as follows.
First of all, in Refs. [15, 55], it was shown that Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM)
⌧ have different
spectra if ⌧ is a rational multiple of 2⇡. On the other hand, as ⌧ approaches an ar-
bitrary irrational number, the spectral difference between Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM)
⌧ , which is
characterized by a Hausdorff metric in Ref. [55], was shown to approach zero. Up to a
classical canonical transformation, ORDKR and KHM have exactly the same classical
limit [54] (obtained by letting ⌧ approach zero while fixing k1 and k2). So it is highly
worthwhile to check the actual spectral differences for rational values of ⌧ . Indeed,
given their equivalence in the classical limit, the spectral differences we analyzed con-
stitute beautiful examples to illustrate how the quantization of classically equivalent
systems may lead to remarkable system-specific consequences.
Second, by working on the details we hope to find some clues as to why the
dynamics of ORDKR can be so different from that of KHM. We indeed succeeded in
doing this, finding that even on a qualitative level, the Floquet bands of ORDKR behave
much differently from that of KHM for ⌧ = 2⇡M/N , withM and N being coprime and
both odd integers. In particular, we shall prove the existence of a Floquet flat band [11,
29, 47, 67, 68] for ORDKR with k1 = k2 = k, which may be of interest to current
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studies of strongly correlated condensed-matter systems with an almost flat energy
band [69, 70, 71]. The existence of a Floquet flat band in ORDKR is also shown to be
important to explain the exponential quantum spreading dynamics in ORDKR [10, 45].
Third, motivated by recent interests in the topological characterization of periodi-
cally driven systems [16] (Note that in this reference, the eigenstates used to compute
Chern numbers differ from those used here by a unitary transformation exp[ ipˆ#/(N⌧)]
that has no effect on the value of the Chern numbers. [1, 72]) and given the interesting
relationship of the two models described previously, we ask whether, after all, ORDKR
and KHM have any interesting topological connections. Based on our numerical and
analytical studies, the answer is yes and we shall claim that ORDKR and KHM are
topologically equivalent in the sense that their extended Floquet bands (obtained upon
introducing a phase shift parameter defined in Sec. 6.4) always have the same band
Chern numbers.
6.3 Spectral differences and their dynamical implications
6.3.1 Summary of main numerical findings
As already introduced in chapter 4, the spectrum of the unitary operators can be
obtained in a straightforward manner. We describe some details here to enhance the
impressions. The key step is to take advantage of the periodic properties of Uˆ (KHM)⌧ or
Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ in the (angular) momentum space, which arise naturally for ⌧ being a rational
multiple of 2⇡, e.g., ⌧ = 2⇡M/N . After introducing the spinor representation (see
chapter 3), Uˆ (KHM)⌧ or Uˆ
(ORDKR)
⌧ turns out to be a reduced N ⇥ N matrix U(#) with # 2
[0, 2⇡) being the Bloch phase in the momentum space. Once U(#) is numerically
obtained, the standard diagonalization algorithm for a unitary matrix can be exploited
to obtain N values of quasi-energy ✏. By varying # in [0, 2⇡) we obtain N Floquet
bands.
In Fig. 6.1 we show our obtained quasi-energy spectrum ofU (ORDKR)⌧ (#) andU
(KHM)
⌧ (#)
as a function of the kick strength k. Though for each fixed value of k, we only show the
quasi-energy values for a limited number of Bloch phase choices, the locations of the
bands, the band width, and a few avoided band crossings can already be seen clearly




FIGURE 6.1: The quasi-energy bands versus the kicking strength k1 = k2 = k for
an effective Planck constant ⌧ = 2⇡M/N , with M = 1 and N = 9, for ORDKR in
panel (a) for KHM in panel (b). Note that for ORDKR, there is a straight line lying in
the middle of the spectrum, indicating the existence of a flat band. Here and in all
other figures, all plotted quantities are dimensionless.
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can be identified clearly for both ORDKR and KHM, though for very large values of k
the merging of bands does occur.
Spectral differences between U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) and U
(KHM)
⌧ (#) in the shown example are
also obvious. Based on the results shown in Fig. 6.1, we have carried out extensive nu-
merical investigations for other cases with ⌧ = 2⇡M/N withM and N being coprime
and both odd integers. Common features are presented and commented on below.
First, the band structure of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) is symmetric with respect to the zero quasi-
energy axis, which is however not the case for U (KHM)⌧ (#). This interesting symmetry is
absent in both U (KHM)⌧ (#) and U
(QKR)
⌧ (#). We shall prove this property below.
Second, consistent with the above-mentioned symmetry, U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) is seen to
have a flat band with ✏ = 0. A flat band here refers to a band, whose quasienergies are
independent of the Bloch phase factor #. So the overall picture is that theN bands can
be classified into (N  1)/2 pairs, with each pair having opposite quasi-energy values,
plus a flat band in the middle. Again, this is not the case for U (KHM)⌧ (#). The existence of
a Floquet flat band was previously observed in studies of the quantum antiresonance
phenomenon in kicked systems [11, 29, 47, 67, 68]. However, unless in the case of
N = 1 (M odd) that also corresponds to a quantum antiresonance condition, here the
flat band of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) coexists with other nonflat bands. This coexistence constitutes
an interesting feature. As a side note, Ref. [56] suggested that for a QKR defined in this
chapter under the quantum resonance condition of any order (i.e., ⌧ = 4⇡M/N , with
M and N being arbitrary coprime integers), none of the Floquet bands of U (QKR)⌧ (#)
are flat. So the existence of one single flat band of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) is also remarkable as
compared with U (QKR)⌧ (#).
Third, the largest bandwidth of the other N   1 Floquet nonflat bands of OR-
DKR scales with k as ⇠ kN+2, in the limit of k ! 0. In sharp contrast, the band-
widths of KHM scale with k linearly. Representative numerical results are shown in
Fig. 6.2, where the bandwidth of the widest band is plotted against small values of k,
for ⌧ = 2⇡M/N , with M = 1, N = 3, 5, 7, 9. The power law decay of the ORDKR
bandwidth in the form of ⇠ kN+2 can be clearly identified, whereas the bandwidth of
KHM remains a linear function of k, irrespective of the value ofN . This being the case,
in the small k regime (k << 1), the maximum bandwidth of ORDKR is kN+1 times
narrower than that of KHM. Our observations here are also interesting if compared
with a recent finding for on-resonance QKR, of which the Floquet bandwidths under
certain conditions are found to scale with k as ⇠ kN [56]. Recently, it has been shown
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FIGURE 6.2: The bandwidth of the widest band, denoted by Wmax, as a function of
the kicking strength parameters k1 = k2 = k for (a) ORDKR and (b) KHM. In both
panels, the effective Planck constant ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M = 1and N = 3, 5, 7, 9
respectively. In the former case Wmax ⇠ kN+2 as k ! 0 but in the latter case
Wmax ⇠ k.
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[56] that under the prime quantum resonance conditions, i.e., ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with prime
N , none of the bands in the quasienergy spectrum of U (QKR)⌧ (#) is flat; in addition, all
the bands shrink as the kicking strength k decreases in a power law manner (a same
power law) if the spectrum is degenerate (nondegenerate) at k = 0. The special case
of ⌧ being odd multiple of 2⇡ is termed as “anti-resonance”, where the spectrum of
U (QKR)⌧ (#) is of pure point and the system retrieves itself after every two quantum maps.
6.3.2 Flat band and band symmetry in ORDKR
Flat bands in solid-state systems are of vast interests in condensed matter physics
because they offer new opportunities for our understanding of strongly correlated sys-
tems without Landau levels. For this reason the existence of a flat band in a periodically
driven system can be useful too. To further understand the flat band of ORDKR, we
present a theoretical proof in this subsection. In doing so we shall also prove the band
symmetry noted above. We shall also discuss how an eigenstate on a flat band, which
is infinitely degenerate, may be numerically found.
For ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M and N being coprime integers, the spectrum be-
comes that of a reduced N ⇥ N Floquet matrix with elements U (ORDKR)⌧ (#)(n,m) =P1
l= 1 hn| Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ |m+ l ⇥Ni eil#. After performing some necessary integrals and
using the fact that both M and N are odd, one can express U (ORDKR)⌧ (#)(n,m) as a
summation of finite terms (see Eq. (4.9) in chapter 4 for details). In the following dis-
cussions regarding the existence of a flat band and the band inversion symmetry, we
shall restrict ourselves to the cases with k1 = k2 = k (note however, in the next section
the notation introduced here will be extended to the cases with k1 6= k2). We first intro-
duce diagonal unitary matricesD#,D1,DK and unitary matrix F , with matrix elements
(D#)n,m = e




 n,m, (DK)n,m = e ik cos(
2⇡
N n  #N ) n,m
and Fm,n = 1pN e
i 2⇡N mn, where indices m and n take values 0, 1, · · · , N   1. Note
that in obtaining our expression forD1, we made use of the fact that ein
2⇡ = ein⇡. We
then have the following compact form for the reduced Floquet matrix:







To prove that there is a flat band for ORDKR, we need to show that U (ORDKR)⌧ (#)
has an eigenvalue equal to one, regardless of the value of #. Consider then a matrix
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The eigenvalue equation of Ua(#) may be rewritten as
(BDK    DKB)|xi = 0, (6.5)
whereB ⌘ FD1F †, |xi denotes an eigenvector, and   is an eigenvalue of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#).
Detailed calculations show that B is a symmetric matrix (see Appendix. .5 for details)
and since DK is a diagonal matrix, (BDK  DKB) must be an antisymmetric matrix
of odd dimension. It immediately follows Det(BDK  DKB) = 0. Thus, regardless of
the Bloch phase #,   = 1 is a permissible solution to Eq. (6.5). We have thus shown
that U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) always has a unity eigenvalue or zero quasi-energy for ⌧ = 2⇡M/N .
This is nothing but the existence of a Floquet flat band.
Our considerations above also lead us to a proof of the band inversion symmetry
of ORDKR for odd M and N . Specifically, because (BDK    DKB)T = (DKB  
 BDK) =   (BDK     1DKB), we see that if Det(BDK    DKB) = 0, then
Det(BDK     1DKB) = 0 as well. That is, both   and   1 are solutions to the
eigenvalue equation of Eq. (6.5). As such, if we have a quasi-energy ✏ = i ln , we
must have i ln  1 =  ✏ in the spectrum. This completes our proof of the inversion
symmetry of the ORDKR.
A flat band is infinitely degenerate as states on the band can still have a contin-
uous Bloch phase #. Due to such an independence upon the change of the Bloch
phases, the band dispersion relation directly yields a zero group velocity in the (an-
gular) momentum space, thus indicating a zero mobility in the (angular) momentum
space. Further, the infinite degeneracy allows us to construct a flat-band eigenstate
that is localized in the (angular) momentum space (though the Floquet operator it-
self is periodic in momentum with a period N⌧ ). It is interesting to outline a sim-
ple approach to the construction of flat-band states. It is found that highly local-
ized flat-band states can be obtained by directly truncating the full Floquet matrix
U (ORDKR)(#)(n,m) = hn| Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ |mi to a small size, such that there is only one eigen-
state whose eigenvalue is real and still equals to unity (thus not affected by the trunca-
tion). Other localized states on the flat band can be obtained by shifting it by a multiple
of N sites, or by superimposing these states localized at different locations. Figure 6.3






FIGURE 6.3: A localized eigenstate | i =Pj cj |ji associated with the flat-band in
the on-resonance double kicked rotor model for k = 3 and ⌧ = 2⇡/3. The insert is
the same but in semi-log scale.
(angular) momentum space. We have checked that if we use a flat-band state we
constructed as the initial state for the time evolution, then indeed this state does not
evolve with iterations of our ORDKR quantum map. This situation is more subtle than
the case of quantum antiresonance phenomenon [11, 29, 47, 67, 68]: for ORDKR with
multiple bands, only special states prepared on the single flat band remain localized,
whereas in the case of quantum antiresonance an arbitrary state remains localized.
6.3.3 A theoretical bandwidth result and its dynamical consequence
For ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M and N being coprime integers, the reduced N ⇥ N
Floquet matrices U (ORDKR)⌧ (#) and U
(KHM)
⌧ (#) (see expressions in chapter 4 for details)
can be obtained analytically. To further understand and confirm the bandwidth scaling
of ORDKR and KHM, we have also carried out analytical studies for a three-band case,
with k1 = k2 = k and ⌧ = 2⇡/3.
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For k < 1 it can be shown that edges of the band correspond to # = 0(⇡) and
# = ⇡2 (
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5, a clear power-law scaling of k5.
For KHM, the three eigenvalues are found to be
e i✏1 = rei✓ + z +
r2e2i✓   re i✓
z



























































For k < 1, the edges of the band correspond to # = 0 and # = ⇡. The band width
can thus be determined to be W1 = |✏1(# = 0)   ✏1(# = ⇡)|, W2 = |✏2(# =
0) ✏2(# = ⇡)| andW3 = |✏3(# = 0) ✏3(# = ⇡)|. Taylor expanding the expressions















k, a clear linear scaling of k.
The very fast decay of the Floquet bandwidth of ORDKR suggests that in a con-
siderable range of k the bandwidths will be very narrow. In other words, for a small
k, all the Floquet bandwidths would be effectively zero for a reasonably long time
scale. Therefore, when it comes to the dynamical evolution of the system, effectively
the system will not feel its continuous Floquet spectrum and hence displays localiza-
tion behaviour for a time scale inversely proportional to the bandwidths. We call this
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FIGURE 6.4: Panels (a) and (b) depict the expectation value of the system’s kinetic
energy versus time t (measured as the number of quantum maps iterated), with
⌧ = 2⇡/3 and the initial state given by |0i, for three values of kicking strength k1 =
k2 = k, with (a) for ORDKR and (b) for KHM. For a small value of K, the kinetic
energy of ORDKR or KHM is seen to be localized for a long while before it starts to
increase ballistically. Panel (c) shows how the time scale of this initial transient stage,
denoted by Ttr, scales with k: the scaling is found to be⇠ k 5 for ORDKR but⇠ k 1
for KHM, which is consistent with our analysis of the respective bandwidth power-law
scaling with k.
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the time scale of transient dynamical localization and denote it by Ttr. We then have
Ttr ⇠ k (N+2). The overall expectation is the following: within Ttr, ORDKR displays
localization in the (angular) momentum space, but afterwards it begins to show ballistic
behaviour in the (angular) momentum space. Because of the power law scaling, the
intriguing time scale Ttr can be very sensitive to a change in the kicking strength k.
Our numerical calculations indeed confirm this. Figure 6.4(a) shows an example
of the dynamics of the kinetic energy of ORDKR, starting from an initial state with zero
momentum. In all three of the shown cases, the kinetic energy is seen to freeze over
a time scale before it starts to increase ballistically. The time scale of the freezing
stage is shown to increase rapidly as we decrease the value of k. As a comparison,
Figure 6.4(b) shows the parallel dynamics of KHM, for the same three values of k.
There it is seen that the transient stage of localization is only weakly dependent upon
k, which is again consistent with the linear k-dependence of the bandwidth of KHM.
Quantitatively, the transient localization time scale Ttr is numerically determined from
the duration of kinetic energy freezing. The Ttr thus obtained numerically and shown
in Fig. 6.4(c) indeed satisfies the scaling Ttr ⇠ k (N+2) for ORDKR, which is in sharp
contrast to the Ttr ⇠ k 1 scaling for KHM. The results here can also be understood
as a quantitative explanation of our earlier finding of transient dynamical localization in
Ref. [66].
For future experiments, the observation of the aforementioned scaling of Ttr ver-
sus k may serve as the first piece of evidence of a successful realization of an ORDKR.
6.4 Topological equivalence between ORDKR and KHM
In this section, we devote ourselves to a detailed comparison of the Floquet band
topologies of ORDKR and KHM. We first describe our motivations and introduce new
notations. Next, we report our numerical findings of the Floquet band topological num-
bers of both models. Finally, an exact analytical proof of the topological equivalence
between ORDKR and KHM is presented.
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6.4.1 Motivation and notation
One early study [57] suggested that topological properties of the Floquet bands of
KHM may be connected with the regular-to-chaos transition in the classical limit. Be-
cause ORDKR and KHM share the same classical limit (up to a canonical transforma-
tion), we suspect that there should be some similarity in their Floquet band topologies.
Our second motivation for a topological study is related to our early proof that the union
of the spectrum UˆORDKR ↵ (variant of ORDKR defined below) for all ↵ is the same as
the union of the spectrum of UˆKHM ↵ (variant KHM defined below) for all ↵ [55]. This
previous mathematical result further suggests a possible topological connection be-
tween the two models. Interestingly, by exploring this possible topological connection,
we are able to see a connection between KHM propagator and ORDKR propagator
for each individual value of ↵ along with an individual value of the Bloch phase. This
result going beyond Ref. [55] that only considered a unification of all values of ↵ and
the Bloch phase. Further, as we shall see below, the connection is established by a
mapping in the parameter space, which cannot be achieved by a unitary transformation
between the two propagators.
Next, we introduce necessary notations for our discussion of the band topology.
To characterize the band topologies for both ORDKR and KHM, we introduce an addi-
tional periodic phase parameter ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) to the ORDKR and KHM maps, namely,











For ~ = 2⇡M/N , both operators are periodic in (angular) momentum space with
period N~. Hence, their eigenvalues are 2⇡-periodic in the Bloch phase # and also
in ↵, giving rise to N extended Floquet bands which disperse as a function of # and
↵. These 2-dimensional bands may be topologically characterized by Chern numbers,
denoted by Cn for the nth band. In what follows, we denote U(#,↵) as the reduced
N⇥N Floquet matrix constructed from either Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ or Uˆ (KHM ↵)⌧ using the method
described at the beginning of Sec. 7.3. We then denote | n(#,↵)i as an (normalized)
eigenstate of either U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) or U
(KHM)
⌧ (#,↵) in the nth band with an eigenvalue
exp[i✏n(#,↵)]. The anholonomy, as a geometric concept and been characterized by




hr n| ^ |r ni, (6.11)
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where the gradient operator r and the wedge operator ^ act on space (#,↵). The
anholonomy spans over the 2-dimensional area S of (#,↵) with # 2 [0, 2⇡) and ↵ 2






We have conducted extensive numerical evaluations of the Floquet band Chern
numbers associated with both Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM ↵)
⌧ . We find that for the same k1
and k2 respectively in both models, the Chern numbers are always equal. For example,
for ~ = 2⇡/3 and k1 = k2 = k, Fig. 6.5 represents the Floquet band Chern numbers
for both models versus a varying k. The Chern numbers obtained for Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ are
identical with those for Uˆ (KHM ↵)⌧ . Here, we adopt the convention that the band with the
largest absolute value of Chern number is always represented by the line in the mid-
dle. Vertical lines represent collisions between quasi-energy bands. Chern number
transitions can take place during these collisions. Note that in some cases band 1 and
band 3 can collide directly with each other through the boundary of the quasienergy
Brillouin zone. It is also important to stress that the Chern numbers of ORDKR match
those of KHM for all K values, despite their jumps at various topological phase transi-
tion points. We are thus clearly witnessing, albeit numerically, a remarkable topological
equivalence between ORDKR and KHM!
Some insight of this observed topological equivalence may be obtained by com-
paring the quasienergy dispersions of the two models. In Fig. 6.6, we present the
Floquet band structures for both ORDKR and KHM, in the case of k1 = k2 = 3. In-
terestingly, the ORDKR band profile appears to be the same as that of the KHM, up
to some translations along # and ↵ axes, followed by a rotation of the spectrum about
the quasi-energy axis. This observation is consistent with our proof of the topological
equivalence in the next section.
Encouraged by our numerical findings, it is natural to ask if the topological equiv-
alence between ORDKR and KHM still holds for k1 6= k2. We have numerically ob-
served that the topological equivalence also occurs for k1 6= k2. As one example,
Fig. 6.7 depicts a zoo of Chern numbers for ORDKR and KHM, with ~ = 2⇡/3, k2 = 1
fixed but k = k1 varying. We again see the same equivalence of Chern numbers
across a few topological phase transition points. In addition, we found computationally
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FIGURE 6.5: Chern Numbers Cn for both ORDKR and KHM, for k1 = k2 =
k. In both cases, topological phase transitions occur at the same k, e.g., k ⇡
4.18, 7.25, 8.37, 11.08, etc. (correct to within ±0.01). In (a) and (b), black dots rep-
resent numerical calculations of the band Chern numbers. In (c), an overview of the
Chern numbers is given with respect to each k. Those dashed lines correspond to
critical values of k that were previously given in chapter 4. At these k values, the
bands will touch with each other and interestingly accompanied by change of Chern
numbers.
that the Chern numbers are invariant upon an exchange between k1 and k2. This was
found to hold true also in other cases with more bands.
We have also plotted the Floquet band structure for a case k1 > k2 in Fig. 6.8.
Here we consider the case with k1 = 3, k2 = 1. It is seen that the band profiles of
ORDKR and KHM are once again similar and appear to be related by a rotation and
translation.
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FIGURE 6.6: Floquet band plots showing the quasienergy (eigenphase) dependence
on # (to be noted, ' here represents #) and ↵ in ORDKR and KHM with k1 = k2 =
k = 3, ⌧ = 2⇡/3. Figs. (a),(c),(e) ((b),(d),(f)) belong to bands 1,2 and 3 respectively
for the ORDKR (KHM). The ORDKR band profiles appear to be a result of some
translations along # and ↵ axes followed by a rotation of the spectrum about the ✏
axis.
6.4.3 Proof of topological equivalence
To strictly confirm our claim of the topological equivalence, we present an ana-
lytical proof in this subsection. The proof proceeds as follows. We first show that the
reduced ORDKR Floquet matrix and the reduced KHM Floquet matrix are equivalent
up to a series of unitary transformations and a mapping between their parameter val-
ues. We then show that these matrices obtained under unitary transformations and
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FIGURE 6.7: Chern Numbers Cn for both ORDKR and KHM, with ⌧ = 2⇡/3, k2 = 1
fixed, and a varying k = k1. In both cases, topological phase transitions occur
at k/~ ⇡ 4.18, 7.25, 8.37 (correct to within ±0.01). The Chern numbers obtained
here are different from the cases of k1 = k2 = k over some ranges of k. Note
that the phase transition points seem to be exactly the same as those in Fig. 6.5
only because we have rounded the phase transition points to steps of 0.01. A more
accurate characterization does show very small differences.
mapping of parameters still correspond to the same Chern numbers as the original
reduced matrices. These steps constitute a proof of the topological equivalence.
We consider cases with ⌧ = 2⇡M/N , with M and N being co-prime and both
odd integers. In these cases, the reduced Floquet matrices of Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM ↵)
⌧
(see chapter 3) can be written compactly as a product of N ⇥N unitary matrices

























N n  #N ) n,m, (D1L)n,m = e ik2 cos(
2⇡
N n  #N+↵) n,m, (D2K)n,m =
e ik1 cos(
2⇡
N n  #N ) n,m, (D2L)n,m = e ik2 cos(n~ ↵) n,m, where the index n takes val-
ues 0, 1, · · · , N   1. D1 and D# have been defined in Sec. 7.3.
We begin the proof by applying a unitary transformation given byU1 ⌘ F †D2KFD#
to the U (KHM)⌧ (#,↵) matrix to obtain V
(KHM)(#,↵) ⌘ U1U (KHM)⌧ (#,↵)U †1 . Writing F †D2KF
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FIGURE 6.8: Floquet band plots showing the quasienergy (eigenphase) dependence
on # (to be noted, ' here represents #) and ↵, for ORDKR and KHM with K =
3~,L = ~, ~ = 2⇡/3. Figures (a),(c),(e) ((b),(d),(f)) belong to bands 1,2 and 3
respectively for the ORDKR (KHM).
as the exponential of a matrix, we obtain







N n  #N ) + e i(
2⇡

























0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 · · · 0 0






0 0 · · · 1 0
1CCCCCCCCA
. (6.15)
In the following steps, we will apply a series of unitary transformations to the reduced
matrix U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) and show that the result is equivalent to the above unitary trans-
formed version of U (KHM)⌧ (#,↵) if a condition between # and ↵ in the two models is
obeyed.





†, which can be simplified as follows






















































0 · · · ei 2⇡N ⇥(N 1)
ei
2⇡




0 · · · ei 2⇡N ⇥(M 1)
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
. (6.17)
Next, we introduce the N ⇥ N permutation matrix P  which is made up entirely of
zero except that in the j-th row, the  j-th column equals 1, with  j = j ⇥ (N  M)
mod N . Here, j and  j take values 0, · · · , N   1. Note that P  is unitary and that
the set of  j values includes all of the N values j = 0, 1, · · · , N   1. We apply the















1L ⌘ P D1LP †  . D01L is a
diagonal unitary matrix with diagonal elements (D01L)n,n = e










0 0 · · · 0 ei 2⇡N  N 1
ei
2⇡
N  0 0 · · · 0 0
0 ei
2⇡






0 0 · · · ei 2⇡N  N 2 0
1CCCCCCCCA
. (6.18)
We can see that the structure of the above matrix is very similar to C. Indeed they
can be made identical if we replace all the nonzero elements [in Eq.(6.18)] with 1. This
is achieved by a transformation via the diagonal unitary matrix D0 which has diagonal















































From Eq. (6.14) and (6.19), we observe that V (ORDKR)(#,↵) and V (KHM)(#˜, ↵˜) are identi-
cal, provided that #˜ = #+N⇡ and ↵˜ = ↵  #N .
To summarize, we have learned that if we do an unitary transform fromU (KHM)⌧ (#,↵)
to V (KHM)(#˜, ↵˜) ⌘ U1U (KHM)⌧ (#˜, ↵˜)U †1 , where U1 ⌘ F †D2KFD#˜, and from U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵)
to V (ORDKR)(#,↵) ⌘ U2U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵)U †2 , where U2 ⌘ D0P FD#, the two matrices be-
come identical up to some mapping between (#˜, ↵˜) and (#,↵).
Figure 6.9 represents one example of the quasi-energy band plot for both ORDKR
and KHM. Referring to panel (b) and panel (c), we can see that the extended Floquet
band structure for ORDKR and KHM are the same provided that #˜ = # + N⇡ and
↵˜ = ↵  #N (though the boundaries on the (#˜, ↵˜) plane are different).
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FIGURE 6.9: Quasi-energy band (band 2) plot for k1 = k2 = k = 3 with ⌧ = 2⇡/3.
Panel (a) shows the dependence on (#, ↵) (to be noted, ' here represents #) for
U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵), whereas panel (b) shows the dependence on (#˜, ↵˜) (to be noted, '˜
here represents #˜) for U (ORDKR)⌧ (#˜ N⇡, ↵˜+ #˜N  ⇡). Panel (c) shows the dependence
on (#˜, ↵˜) for U (KHM)⌧ (#˜, ↵˜).
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Recapping our proof so far, with the mapping #˜ = # + N⇡ and ↵˜ = ↵   #N , we
obtain the following result





where UT ⌘ D†#˜F †D
†
2K(#˜)FD0P FD#. The definitions of matrices D, F , D2K , D0
and P  are all given previously. For example, (D#˜)n,m = e
 in #˜N  n,m, and (D2K)(#˜)n,m =
e ik1 cos(
2⇡
N n  #˜N ) n,m. Let | (KHM)n (#˜, ↵˜)i be the nth eigenstate of U (KHM)⌧ (#˜, ↵˜) and
| (ORDKR)n (#,↵)i be the nth eigenstate of U (KHM)⌧ (#,↵). Equation (6.20) then leads to
 (KHM)n (#˜, ↵˜)i = UT | (ORDKR)n (#,↵)i. (6.21)
When scanning over (#,↵), all the values of (#˜, ↵˜) are also scanned. So the union of
the spectrum of U (KHM)⌧ (#˜, ↵˜) thus obtained should be the same as that of U
(ORDKR)
⌧ (#,↵)
(after considering all values of # and ↵). This confirms our previous proof in Ref. [55].
Finally, we show that V (ORDKR)(#,↵) and V (KHM)(#,↵) have the same set of Chern
numbers as their original respective matrices U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) and U
(KHM)
⌧ (#,↵). To ac-
complish this, we make use of the areal integral formula of the Chern number of the







hr n| ^ |r ni, (6.22)
where the integration area spans over the 2-dimensional area S of (#,↵) with # 2
[0, 2⇡) and ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡). | n(#,↵)i denotes the n-th band eigenstate of eitherU (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵)
orU (KHM)⌧ (#,↵). The eigenstates of V
(ORDKR)(#,↵) and V (KHM)(#,↵) denoted by | ˜n(#,↵)i,
are related to the original eigenstates of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) and U
(KHM)
⌧ (#,↵) by
U †1,2| ˜n(#,↵)i = | n(#,↵)i (6.23)
respectively. We may substitute this into Eq. (6.22) and obtain an expression for Cn
in terms of | ˜n(#,↵)i. Because the transformations U1,2 depend on # but not on ↵,
Eq. (6.22) yields the same Cn for both | ˜n(#,↵)i and | n(#,↵)i. This proves that
Chern numbers of the reduced matrices after an unitary transformation match those of
the original ones. Next, we note that when we impose #˜ = # +N⇡ and ↵˜ = ↵   #N ,
the areal integral in Eq. (6.22) for V (ORDKR)(#,↵) spans over a typical square area in
(#,↵) space with corners (0, 0), (2⇡, 0), (2⇡, 2⇡), (0, 2⇡). This integral is equivalent
to the areal integral for V (KHM)(#˜, ↵˜), which spans over some parallelogram in (#˜, ↵˜)
space with corners (N⇡, 0), (N⇡ + 2⇡, 2⇡/N), (N⇡ + 2⇡, 2⇡   2⇡/N), (N⇡, 2⇡).
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To complete the proof of topological equivalence, we only need to show that the areal
integral in (#˜, ↵˜) for V (KHM)(#˜, ↵˜) gives a result equal to the calculation in the usual
Brillouin zone (BZ): (0, 2⇡] ⇥ (0, 2⇡]. Due to the 2⇡-periodic property of U (KHM)⌧ (#,↵)
along both # and ↵, it is trivial to see that we can map the area of the parallelogram
back onto that of the original BZ without any differences in the result of the integral. In
other words, the Chern numbers of V (KHM)(#˜, ↵˜) and V (ORDKR)(#,↵) are always identical.
Putting this together with the results of the previous paragraph, we may conclude that
the Chern numbers of the original matrices U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) and U
(KHM)
⌧ (#,↵) are indeed
the same. This completes our proof of the topological equivalence.
6.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have mainly focused on two topics: the spectral difference
between ORDKR and KHM (comparing quantum maps of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM)
⌧ ) and their
topological equivalence upon introducing an additional periodic phase parameter ↵
(comparing quantum maps of Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM ↵)
⌧ ).
One important spectral difference we have found is the existence of a flat band
for Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ under the condition k1 = k2 = k, which is not the case for Uˆ
(KHM)
⌧ . To our
knowledge, this is the first example of a periodically driven model that has a mixture
of a flat band and non-flat bands. States launched from a flat band will be strictly
localized. This feature might be useful for benchmarking experimental errors in any
future realizations of ORDKR. The coexistence of a flat band with non-flat bands may
also open up new applications of  -kicked systems.
We have also shown that for small kicking strengths k1 = k2 = k, the band
width of the non-flat bands of Uˆ (ORDKR)⌧ scales with k in a power law manner with a high
exponent N + 2, indicating that for a sufficiently small kicking strength, all Floquet
bands will be effectively flat for a long time scale. The dynamical consequence is a
transient dynamical localization in ORDKR (absent in KHM) for a long time scale.
The topological equivalence between Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ and Uˆ
(KHM ↵)
⌧ makes our ORDKR-
KHM comparison even more interesting. That is, for a fixed ↵, ORDKR and KHM have
many different features. But topologically speaking, upon introducing one extra pa-
rameter ↵ we have a topological equivalence between an extended ORDKR model,
previously proposed in studies of quantum ratchet acceleration without using a bichro-
matic lattice [13], with a simple extension of the standard KHM. To have a pair of
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models that are topologically equivalent should be a useful contribution to the general




Non-adiabatic Pumping in a class
of Kicked Rotor Models
7.1 Overview
In a recent work of our group [16], quantized adiabatic transport is found in mo-
mentum space. This transport is originated in topological properties of Floquet bands.
In [16], an additional periodic parameter is introduced to the ratchet accelerator model.
An adiabatic evolution cycle is defined upon the change of this parameter. The quan-
tized transport of a band Wannier state, after completing one adiabatic evolution cycle,
is characterized by an integer number, i.e., the Chern number of the same Floquet
band. The most attractive fact of this quantized transport is that it is a purely topologi-
cal effect. In this chapter, we make a detailed study of the same model, yet we discuss
the pumping (transport) behaviour under more general conditions. There are mainly
two issues that we are most interested in. First, to observe this topological pumping or
even detect the topological phase transitions, can we use some easy-to-prepare state
instead? In [16], the state is carefully prepared on one Floquet band (to be exact, it is a
uniform superposition of band eigenstates of all Bloch phases). In the Floquet system,
the bands are quasienergy bands, not energy bands. Hence, it does not make much
sense to have a system uniformly occupy band states below a certain quasienergy.
As a result, this preparation might be too difficult to implement in current kicked rotor
experiments. Second, based on the adiabatic consideration, to observe the quantized
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pumping, we have to accomplish the cycle slowly enough. Yet in the kicked rotor ex-
periments, the decoherence effects limit the phase coherence to 200⇠300 kicks. So
can we greatly speed up the process or can we go beyond the adiabatic limit?
In this chapter, we make a detailed study of the extended kicked rotor model (as
previously introduced in chapter 2). The effective Planck constant is set to a quantum
resonance (as ⌧ = 2⇡M/N with M,N being coprime integers), which enables the
use of the spinor representation and the Floquet band description. We begin with
the investigation on quantum dynamics of the extended kicked rotor model under an
adiabatic cycle evolution. By means of both numerical and theoretical studies, we
build a theoretical framework for explaining the generalized pumping behaviour in a
class of extended kicked rotor models. Luckily, we found a partial answer to our first
question. We then extend our study to adapt the non-adiabatic cycle evolution. The
idea is simple. The eigenphase of a generalized Floquet operator actually consists
of two parts. One is the dynamical part, which is basically the integral of expectation
values of the time-dependent Hamiltonian during the evolution cycle. The other is the
geometrical part, which is known as the Aharonov-Anandan (AA) phase. We adopt
the spinor representation and establish a connection between the AA phase and the
pumping. This in turn provides us with an answer to our second question.
This chapter is organized in the following order. In Sec. 7.2 we give a brief in-
troduction to the extended kicked rotor model and the spinor representation. We then
explain our motivations for the current chapter. In Sec. 7.3 we present numerical stud-
ies of the adiabatic evolution followed by a theoretical analysis. We then discuss the
type of initial state for adiabatic pumping in depth and explain how a quantized pumping
is obtained and connected to the band Chern number. In Sec. 7.4 we study the pump-
ing behaviour under non-adiabatic situations. We find that the pumping behaviour has
a geometric origin. The quantized pumping obtained is identified as a pure topological
effect and corresponds to one type of the geometric pumping. Section 7.5 concludes
this chapter.
7.2 Extended kicked rotor model and spinor representation
As already introduced in chapter 2, the extended kicked rotor model is a combi-
nation of one-dimensional maps and the controllable phase parameter. The additional
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phase parameter is easy to implement in experiments. For the convenience of discus-
sion, we follow the notation of previous chapters. The Floquet operator of an extended
ORDKR is described by





2⌧ e ik2 cos(qˆ+↵), (7.1)
where ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) corresponds to the additional periodic phase factor. Each ↵ corre-
sponds to one realization of phase modulation and the union of ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) forms a
parameter space.
The effective Planck constant of the kicked rotor is set to quantum resonance
condition: ⌧ = 2⇡M/N . This realizes a “momentum crystal" and allows the use of
spinor representation (see chapter 3). In the spinor representation, the Floquet op-
erator Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ becomes a reduced N ⇥ N matrix U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) with # 2 [0, 2⇡)
being the Bloch phase in momentum space. The standard diagonalization algorithm
can be exploited to obtain N values of quasienergy ✏(#,↵). By varying # in [0, 2⇡),
we obtain N Floquet bands. And for each ↵ realization, the kicked rotor is fully de-
scribed by a set of Floquet band eigenstates | n(#,↵)i (as the normalized eigenstate
of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵)), where n = 1, 2, · · · , N denotes the band index. Under the odd res-
onance condition, i.e.,MN being an odd number, we found that the extended ORDKR
in general has well-gapped Floquet bands.
Note that the additional phase parameter introduced here is not trivial at all (yet for
a single kicked rotor model, if same phase parameter is introduced to the kicking po-
tential, it can be easily removed by a gauge transformation.) Based on our study in the
previous chapter, we already learned that the extended kicked rotor models can show
interesting topological properties. In Ref. [16], the pumping of a band Wannier state
after one adiabatic evolution cycle is quantized and is characterized by the topological
number of that band.
Our plan for this chapter is to make a detailed study of the same model, but
under a more general consideration. The two main concerns are previously given,
here we give our motivations. First of all, the well-gapped Floquet bands and their
associated Floquet band states can be regarded in an analogous way to the energy
bands and their corresponding band states of a static system. More interestingly, the
Floquet bands are composed of quasienergies. All quasienergy bands are treated on
an equal footing for occupation. So there is no need to classify quasienergy bands
into ground state and excited states. The preparation of the system state is arbitrary,
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e.g., either as a single-band Wannier state or as a superposition of multiple band
eigenstates. The consequence of this freedom of the choice of an initial state is given
thereby. Second, since the quasienergy is defined as a phase variable, the topological
property of Floquet bands (after introducing the additional phase parameter), leads to
the winding of quasienergies. This effect has been noticed by Kitagawa et al. [1]. They
succeeded in doing classification of periodically driven quantum systems. The relation
between the winding of energy bands and the quantized adiabatic pumping is not new,
it was first proposed by Thouless in Ref. [76]. In Ref. [1], the quantized pumping does
not need to be in the adiabatic limit. Inspired by the above mentioned achievements,
we realized that the extended kicked rotor model is an ideal test bed for this kind of
topological classification of periodically driven quantum systems. More interestingly,
the cycle of driving can be completed within only a few kicks. This indeed suggests a
quite promising experimental propose for observing the topological pumping or even
topological transitions in the extended kicked rotor model.
7.3 Adiabatic pumping
7.3.1 Numerical study
In Fig. 7.1(a), we show one example of the Floquet band structure, which is shown
via eigenphase ⌦(#,↵), for U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) under resonance condition ⌧ = 2⇡/3 (N =
3) and k = 2.4. It clearly shows that the Floquet bands are well-gapped. Figure. 7.1(b),
(c) and (d) show the momentum distribution profiles for states that are prepared on the
bottom band , the middle band and the top band with ↵ = 0. The band structure of
such kind of states are marked in black dots in Fig. 7.1(a). In the following, we shall
use these kind of states for the study of adiabatic pumping.
# is the Bloch phase for momentum periodicity and its appearance is due to the
introduction of spinor representation. This also means that # is not a physical param-
eter and it can not be manipulated. In sharp contrast, ↵ is a physical parameter and it
can be changed in experiments. In a sense that each ↵ corresponds to one realization
of phase modulation, the union of ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) forms a parameter space. More impor-
tantly, ↵ is periodic with period 2⇡. # together with ↵ may be compactly defined on a
2-torus.
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FIGURE 7.1: (a) Floquet band structure of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵) with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 (N = 3)
and k = 2.4, shown via eigenphase ⌦(#,↵). Momentum distribution profiles for
states with ↵ = 0 prepared on the bottom band (b), middle band (c), top band (d) are
also shown. Curves denoted by black dots in (a) correspond to the band structure of






















FIGURE 7.2: (a) Probability distribution of a evolving rotor state for UˆORDKR ↵ with
a linearly increasing ↵ (complete one cycle in fixed steps). The solid lines with dots
represent the probability distribution on all three bands. Curves in red color denote
steps=10, green color denote steps=20, blue color denote steps=150. (b) Momentum
expectation value (has been divided by N⌧ ) of the same evolving rotor state as in
(a).
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We now add a time periodic dependence to ↵ and it realizes a driven version of
the extended kicked rotor model. Due to the discreteness of the mapping operator,
hereafter, we only consider discrete time dependence. For example, we linearly in-
crease ↵ from 0 to 2⇡. To complete one cycle, we may consume ten steps for a fast
evolution, or consume twenty steps for a relative slower evolution. The speed of this
process depends on the total steps for completion of the cycle. Figure. 7.2(a) present
the probability distribution of an evolving rotor state for Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ . The rotor state was
initially prepared exactly the same as in Fig. (7.1(b)). The solid lines with dots repre-
sent the probability distribution on all three bands. Note that the resonance condition
is ⌧ = 2⇡/3 (N = 3) and k = 2.4. There are three set of results denoted by red,
green and blue colors. The red color represents a completion of the cycle in 10 steps.
We directly see that the inter-band transitions took place immediately. The green color
represents a completion of the cycle in 20 steps. Weakened yet visually identifiable
inter-band transitions are observed. The blue color represents a completion of the
cycle in 150 steps. As for now, the inter-band transition is negligible. This result is
expected and in turn it verifies the validity of adiabaticity. Figure. 7.2(b) present the
momentum expectation value of the same evolving rotor state as in Fig. 7.2(a). We
found that the momentum expectation values show the same tendency of growth. The
amount of change after one cycle is different. For a fast change of ↵ (see curves in
red color), it corresponds to a non-adiabatic pumping in a sense of significant inter-
band transitions. While for a relatively slow change of ↵ (see curves in blue color), it
corresponds to an adiabatic pumping. Further numerical investigations reveal that the
total amount of change of the momentum expectation value converges. Later we will
discuss this in depth.
7.3.2 Theoretical analysis
Motivated by our numerical results and discussions presented above, we will treat
the extended kicked rotor model in the adiabatic limit. We shall neglect the inter-band
transitions and examine the dynamics in the band subspace provided that initial state
of the kicked rotor is fully prepared on one Floquet band.
To facilitate subsequent discussion, we introduce necessary notations for our
study of adiabatic pumping. To describe the discrete changes of ↵ in a cycle, we
introduce an integer T as for total steps of completion of one cycle. As a result,
↵(t) = 2⇡t/T with t = 0, 1, · · · , T . The mapping operator for one step, therein,
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is denoted by U(#, t) ⌘ U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵). In the Floquet band representation, we may




| n(#)iei⌦nh n(#)|, (7.2)
where n is the band index and | n(#)i represents a normalized eigenstate of U(#).
After a single step of evolution (U(#, t)), the rotor state turns from | (#, t   1)i to
| (#, t)i. The time evolution of the rotor state after one complete cycle can be written
as
| (#, T )i = U(#, T ) · · ·U(#, 2)U(#, 1)| (#, 0)i. (7.3)
There are two points to be noted. First, as long as the resonance condition is satisfied,
# is a good quantum number. Within the spinor representation, # defines a subspace.
As a result, we may discuss the pumping dynamics in each # subspace. Second, in
the adiabatic limit, we simply neglect all inter-band transitions. Suppose the rotor state
was initially prepared on a single Floquet band, e.g., | (0)i = | n(0)i (# is omitted
for brevity), we have
| (T )i =| n(T )ie i⌦n(T )h n(T )| · · ·
⇥| n(2)iei⌦n(2)h n(2)| n(1)ie i⌦n(1)h n(1)| n(0)i.
(7.4)
For a band eigenstate under a subtle change from ↵ to ↵+  ↵, we have
| n(↵+  ↵)i = | n(↵)i+  ↵| ˙n(↵)i. (7.5)
The adiabaticity ensures that h ˙n(↵)| n(↵)i is pure imaginary. A direct consequence
of this is we may assign a pure phase factor to h n(t)| n(t  1)i in Eq. (7.4) as
ei!n(t) = h n(t)| n(t  1)i. (7.6)
Note that after the completion of one cycle, ↵ returns to its initial value. So we have





An adiabatic evolution equation is finally obtained and appears in an extremely simple
form. In each # subspace together with the band subspace, the rotor state returns to





















































FIGURE 7.3: Momentum expectation values (have been divided by N⌧ ) of a evolv-
ing rotor state for Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ with a linear increasing ↵ (complete one cycle in 500
steps), as initially prepared on the bottom band (a), middle band (c), top band (e).
The accumulated phase after completing one cycle in 500 steps for the (b) bottom
band, (d) middle band, (f) top band.
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To further check the above picture, we consider an initial state prepared on the
Floquet band of U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵ = 0) with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 and k = 2.4. After the completion of
one cycle in 500 steps (slow enough in a sense of adiabatic pumping), the rotor state
stays on the same band. Figure. 7.3 presents related results, in (a), (c), (e) momentum
expectation values are plotted with respect to the change of ↵, while in (b), (d), (f) the
total phase factors that accumulated in Eq. (7.7) are plotted. Interestingly, these phase
factors indeed show some winding, i.e., in (b) the winding of phase is +1, in (d) the
winding is  2, in (f) the winding is +1. Correspondingly we found that the momentum
expectation value is increased by 1 in (a), decreased by 2 in (c), increased by 1 in (e).
We briefly summarize our results as follows. The quantum resonance condition
is a basic requirement to realize a “momentum crystal" and leads to the formation of
Floquet bands. The well-gapped Floquet bands ensure the use of adiabatic approxima-
tion, which simply means we may neglect all inter-band transitions. The # subspace
together with the band subspace provide a clean picture for the adiabatic evolution.
The rotor state shall return to its initial state after completion of one adiabatic cycle,
only picks up a pure phase factor.
7.3.3 Topological phase and quantized pumping
In this subsection, we devote ourselves to a detailed study of the consequences of
the accumulated phase factor after the completion of one adiabatic cycle. Since in the
band representation, the momentum operator is defined, see Eq. (5.7) as lˆ = ˆ˜l iN dd# .











As a result, the consequence of the accumulated phase factor becomes (assuming the
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where ⇢n given previously in Eq. (4.21) denotes a probability distribution in # space.
The change of the momentum expectation value is composed of two parts. ⌦n(t) is
the dynamical phase accumulated in each step, while !n(t) is the geometric phase
accumulated in each step. It should be noted that the dynamical phase ⌦n(t) is well
defined and indeed it is gauge invariant. In sharp contrast, !n(t) depends on the band
eigenstate  n(t) at point (#,↵(t)) and since  n(t) is gauge dependent, !n(t) is not
well defined. Yet, it does not cause serious problem at all. It is simply because we have
completed a whole adiabatic cycle, the accumulated geometric phase indeed refers to
a closed loop on the 2-torus defined by (#,↵).
A simple and theoretically friendly band state is a uniform distribution with respect
to the Bloch phase #. As a result, ⇢(#) = 12⇡ . In doing so, we have




















⌦n(t) represents the Floquet band structure of the quantum mapping for a single step.
Besides the continuity and periodicity, upon a sweep of # from 0 to 2⇡, ⌦n(t) always





represent geometric phases accumulated over one adiabatic cycle

















Our above calculations is based on one prerequisite, that is, the cycle of evolution is
in the adiabatic limit. We assume: T ! 1, as a guarantee of the adiabaticity. The
geometric phase accumulated over one adiabatic cycle is continuous with respect to #
and of course is a periodic function of #. As a result, it must be an integer multiple of
2⇡.
The winding number so-defined in Eq. (7.11) matches the band Chern number
(previously defined in chapter 6) exactly. This is understandable. After an adiabatic
cycle of evolution, the band state returns back to its initial state. The accumulated ge-
ometric phase characterized by a winding number should reflect the topological nature
of the corresponding band states. Noted that this only make sense in an adiabatic limit.
Later we shall present an exceptional case that, for a nonadiabatic cycle, the winding
number defined in a similar manner can not be connected with the Chern number.
7.3.4 |0i-state and geometric pumping
In this subsection, we make a detailed study of the adiabatic pumping in the ex-
tended ORDKR under the condition: ⌧ = 2⇡/3. Meanwhile, we use a simple rotor
state |0i instead as the initial state. The motivation is very simple. Under the reso-
nance condition: ⌧ = 2⇡/3, ORDKR can be solved analytically. In such a case N = 3










































































































and a, b satisfy the relation:
a2
b2
⌘  1  2 cos(⌦+
⇡
3 )
1  2 cos(⌦  ⇡3 )
(7.17)
Referring to the transformation between the normal angular momentum represen-
tation and the spinor representation (see Eq. (3.44)), we have






























we found that the state |0i has no overlap with the band state  2(#). It is a superpo-















Without a doubt, we found that ⇢1(#) + ⇢3(#) ⌘ 1. After performing a little painful

















































So we have ⌘(#) = ⌘(2⇡   #), thence ⌦(#) = ⌦(2⇡   #). As a result, we have
⇢1(#) = ⇢1(2⇡   #) and ⇢3(#) = ⇢3(2⇡   #). Based on our numerical study of
the Floquet band structure of U ordkr(#,↵) [Fig. 6.9 (a) shows one example], we found
that upon a linearly increase of ↵ in the adiabatic cycle, the total dynamical phase
accumulated also shows such kind of symmetry. We define ⌦totaln =
PT
t=1⌦n(t) and
then we have ⌦total1 (#) = ⌦
total
1 (2⇡   #), ⌦total3 (#) = ⌦total3 (2⇡   #) for U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵).





  ⌘ 0 [same for R 2⇡0 ⇢3d  ⌦total3   ⌘ 0].
Substituting these results into Eq. (7.9), we have










which means for U ordkr(#,↵) if an initial state is prepared as |0i, after a uniform sweep
of ↵ from 0 to 2⇡ in the adiabatic limit, the change of momentum expectation value
will be fully determined by a geometric effect. To be noticed here, in Eq. (7.9), one
assumption is the superposition of band eigenstates from a single band. However,
result in Eq. (7.9) applies to more general cases. For superposition of multiple band
eigenstates, the cross-band terms tend to be zero in the adiabatic limit. And it can be
qualitatively understood as follows, the dynamical phase difference between different
band eigenstates will cause a high-frequency oscillation of the integral in the expecta-
tion value calculation. The integration approaches zero in the adiabatic limit. As long
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FIGURE 7.4: Time evolution of the state |0i for Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ with ⌧ = 2⇡/3 and k =
2.4 in one adiabatic cycle. (a) Momentum expectation value is plotted with respect
to time. There are four curves, which correspond to T = 200, T = 400, T = 600
and T = 800 (note that T is for total steps of completion of one adiabatic cycle.)
(b) Change of momentum expectation value after completion of one adiabatic cycle
(T = 1000) is plotted with respect to k. Black square dots represent the numerical
simulation results, while the dash line is the theoretical prediction of band chern
number versus k (all variables are in dimensionless units).
as the adiabaticity is ensured, either we do the sweep faster or slower, the amount of
change of momentum expectation will not be affected.
Figure 7.4 presents results of the adiabatic pumping for Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ under the
condition: ⌧ = 2⇡/3, k = 2.4 with an initial state being |0i. In panel (a), four sets of
adiabatic loops are examined. The change of momentum expectation values remain a
constant, yet the amount of change is not an integer. This behaviour is consistent with
our theoretical predictions. In panel (b), we plot the change of momentum expectation
values after completion of one adiabatic cycle with respect to the kicking strength k.
The numerical results show a very good fit to the band Chern number prediction. As
for now, a qualitative explanation to this result that the change of momentum expec-
tation value is a pure geometrical quantity [referring to above discussions and results
in Eq. (7.22)]. We also found that for a wide range of k, state |0i is nearly uniformly
distributed on band 1 and band 3. Yet it never constitutes a single-band Wannier state
(that is why we do not observe quantized pumping for state |0i). Since band 1 and
band 3 share the same band Chern number. So for a not too big k, the change of mo-
mentum expectation value of state |0imay faithfully reflects the band Chern number. In
case when we do not require a precise measure of the value of band Chern numbers,
but rather detection of the topological phase transition, i.e., sudden change of such
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topological numbers, we can make use of this fact and propose a simple experiment
setup.
7.4 Non-adiabatic pumping
In this section, we study the phenomena of pumping under a more general condi-
tion. The basic idea is that the eigenphase of a Floquet operator consists of two parts
in general. One is the dynamical phase, which is basically the integral of the expec-
tation value of the time-dependent Hamiltonian over one period. The other part is the
non-adiabatic geometric phase, which is also known as the AA phase. In the previous
section, we discussed the adiabatic pumping in the extended kicked rotor model. In
order to implement the adiabatic theorem, we need well-gapped Floquet bands. The
speed of the adiabatic process depends closely on the size of the quasienergy gap.
Due to this, the observation of the adiabatic pumping in periodically driven quantum
systems can be demanding. In particular, for kicked rotor systems, the decoherence
effect limits the phase coherence time to 200 ⇠ 300 kicks in experiments. Due to
this, we are supposed to complete the cycle of change of certain parameters in only a
few steps. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the study of the pumping effect to the
non-adiabatic regime.
The quantized adiabatic pumping is closely related to the topological property of
the system. An early study is devoted to the band states of a static system. Kitagawa et
al. [1] extended the study to the Floquet systems and succeeded in doing classification
of the periodically driven quantum systems. Here we further extend the study to a
kicked system, in which the continuous driving is replaced by a discrete one. Later we
shall see the benefits it brings.
Under quantum resonance conditions, a kicked rotor system can realize a “mo-
mentum crystal". The introduced Bloch phase factor # brings a new representation
called spinor representation. Here we shall see new implications of the so-called sub-
space defined by #. Under the condition: ⌧ = 2⇡M/N withM , N being coprime inte-
gers, the quantum map operator Uˆ (ORDKR ↵)⌧ turns into a N ⇥N matrix U (ORDKR)⌧ (#,↵).
For a changing ↵ (denoted by ↵t, where t represents the kicking sequence), we can
simply compute the evolution equation without knowing the initial input state by
Utotal(#, t) = U(#,↵t) · · ·U(#,↵2)U(#,↵1). (7.23)
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Note that as long as the resonance condition is met, the spinor representation is rigor-
ous. All separate # subspaces are commutable, as a result, we can individually study
the evolution of equation in the # subspace. A direct product of the reduced Floquet
matrix [see Eq. 7.23] can greatly simplify our analysis.
To describe a geometric phase, we need at least a two-dimensional parameter
space. A simple strategy to obtain a geometric phase is to complete a loop in the pa-
rameter space. In our extended kicked rotor models, the additional periodic parameter
↵ together with the Bloch phase ✓ define a 2-torus. So a sweep of ↵ from 0 to 2⇡ does
complete a loop. According to the above discussions, we can multiply the reduced Flo-
quet matrices for evolution in each step and then compute the reduced Floquet matrix
for an evolution of a complete cycle (see Eq. (7.23)) and denote it by Utotal(#).
Next we exploit the standard diagonalization algorithm to Utotal(#) and obtain N
quasienergies and corresponding eigenstates. We plot the typical quasienergy band
structure for Utotal(#) in Fig. 7.5. The quantum resonance condition is set to ⌧ =
2⇡/3. So we have three bands in total. Based on our numerical study, we found
three typical band structures and plotted them separately. Panel (a) shows a “periodic-
connected" band structure, panel (b) shows a “cyclic-connected" band structure and
panel (c) shows a “winding-connected" band structure. As compared to all kicked rotor
models previously introduced (without phase modulations), the “periodic-connected"
band structure is expected, the “cyclic-connected" band structure is not a surprise
either, yet, the “winding-connected" band structure is completely new. In the following
discussion, we shall prepare system states on these bands and examine the relevant
dynamics.
Figure 7.6 presents results of the evolving states that initially prepared on bands
of Utotal(#) under the resonance condition: ⌧ = 2⇡/3. The momentum expectation
value of the evolving state shows simple dependence on time. In panel (a), (b) and
(c), the momentum expectation values shows conservation trends yet with a constant
oscillation. The period of oscillation is 5, we note that this period equals the time
steps for completing the cycle. As a result, we showed that for a cyclic evolution the
momentum expectation value is a constant. In panel (d), (e) and (f), the momentum
expectation value shows linearly change dependence trends clearly. The time steps
for completing one cycle is 10 and we can easily find that the momentum expectation
value changed by the same amount after each cycle. This is also holds for results in





















FIGURE 7.5: Floquet band structure for Utotal(#) under resonance condition: ⌧ =
2⇡/3 and (a) k = 2.5 with T = 5, (b) k = 1.0 with T = 10, (c) k = 2.4 with T = 30,










































































FIGURE 7.6: Momentum expectation value (has been divided by N⌧ ) of an evolving
state that initially prepared on bands of Utotal(#) under the resonance condition: ⌧ =
2⇡/3. For k = 2.5 and T = 5, the band state correspond to: (a) blue band (b)
green band (c) red band in Fig. 7.5(a). For k = 1.0 and T = 10, the band state
correspond to: (d) blue band (e) green band (f) red band in Fig. 7.5(b). For k = 2.4
and T = 30, the band states correspond to: (g) blue band (h) green band (i) red
band in Fig. 7.5(c).
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that the momentum expectation value changed by integer numbers, i.e., in (g) +1, (h)
+1 and (i)  2.
After one cycle evolution of Utotal(#), an eigenstate of Utotal(#) picks up a total
phase that denoted by ⌦n. Referring to Eq. (7.8), we can easily compute the mo-
mentum expectation value after one cycle of evolution. The amount of change can be
computed and given by




Note that here ⌦n is the eigenphase for Utotal(#). Since all band Wannier states pre-
pared on the Floquet bands are uniformly distributed in # space, we have
hlˆiT   hlˆi0 = N
2⇡
⌦n|#=2⇡#=0 . (7.25)
Equation (7.25) provides a direct answer to our previous numerical results, as shown
in Fig. 7.6. Using the fact in Eq. (7.25) and the band structure plot in Fig. 7.5, we may
directly predict the momentum expectation value.
As a side note, we also numerically checked the instant status of the evolving
states. In the sense of non-adiabaticity, within the cycle, the evolving state of the
extended kicked rotor is not an eigenstate of the instant step mapping operator at all.
As we have said, initially the state is prepared as the eigenstate of the cyclic mapping
operator, after the cycle evolution, it indeed returns to the initial state and only pickup
an eigenphase.
7.5 Concluding remarks
The main contribution of this chapter is as follows. First, we identified one special
case of adiabatic pumping in extended kicked rotor system. The so-called zero state
pumping is recognized as a pure geometric pumping and can be exploited to detect
the topological phase transitions. Second, we proposed a non-adiabatic pumping dy-
namics in extended kicked rotor system and found a quantized pumping effect that
can be explained via a winding number of the quasienergy bands. The non-adiabatic
pumping only involves a few kicks in one cycle of evolution and is very promising for
experimental study.
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The theoretical framework presented in this chapter is general. We mainly focus
on the geometric part of the eigenphase of the Floquet operator. For a band eigenstate
that corresponds to a uniform distribution in # space, the pumping effect is dominant
by the geometric contribution. In our further investigations, more efforts may be put on
the study in preparing certain states.
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Chapter 8
Thesis Conclusions and Future
Perspectives
8.1 Thesis conclusions
In this thesis, we mainly investigated three aspects of the periodically kicked rotor
systems.
The first aspect is the quantum dynamics of such model systems under the near
resonance conditions. The exponential quantum spreading (EQS) behaviour is ex-
plained via the phase space dynamics which rests on quasi-integrable motion in a
pseudoclassical limit. In addition, through our theoretical analysis, the EQS is found
closely related to two pieces of physics: (i) the existence of flat bands or effectively
flat bands of ORDKR under high-order resonances and (ii) the emergence of an inte-
grable pseudo-classical limit whose dynamics can induce rather uniform exponential
spreading in the momentum space.
The second aspect is the topological properties of the extended kicked rotor
model. We found the topological equivalence between an extended ORDKR and an
extended KHM. The topological equivalence between this pair of models is a use-
ful contribution to the general understanding of topological properties of periodically
driven systems. In addition, for ORDKR under certain condition, a mixture of a flat
band and non-flat bands is found for the first time.
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The third aspect is the adiabatic and non-adiabatic pumping in a class of kicked ro-
tor systems. We surprisingly found that an extremely simple state |0i can be exploited
to study the adiabatic pumping or even topological phase transitions in an ORDKR.
We also found the quantized pumping for a fast change of parameters over one cycle
evolution.
8.2 Future perspectives
The numerical study of Floquet band structures of kicked rotor systems reveals
a fact that we may obtain various landscapes of them. There are three typical band
structures: well-gapped and continuous bands, gapless and linearly touched bands,
gapless and quadratically touched bands. The third type can be treated on an equal
footing with the Dirac cone shaped band structure of a static system. It is worth study-
ing transport properties thereby.
After adopting the band representation, the effective band potential defined therein
shows an interesting dependence on k. Near certain k the effective band potential di-
verges. It is worth pursuing studies of near-resonance dynamics. The near-resonance
kicked rotor model is a promising test bed for manifestation of chaos in quantum sys-
tems.
The resonant kicked rotor model realizes a momentum crystal. Our topological
investigations reveal the fact that extended kicked rotor models are topologically non-
trivial. As a result, for a bounded “momentum crystal", edge states are highly expected.
It is worth studying the bulk-edge correspondence in such kicked systems.
In this thesis, we investigated quantum dynamics of one-dimensional kicked rotor
models. A higher dimensional quantum kicked rotor has already been achieved in
experiments. Therefore, it is highly promising to study higher dimensional extensions
of kicked rotor models.
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.1 Resonant Floquet operators in the spinor representation.
All Floquet operators considered in this thesis may be expressed as products of
unitary Mˆ and Vˆ operators. Consequently, their matrix elements in the spinor (#, l˜)-
representation can be found from matrix elements of the latter operators. These are
explicitly calculated in this Appendix.
h#, l˜|Mˆ⌧ |#0, l˜0i =
+1X
l= 1
h#, l˜|lihl|#0, l˜0ie i⌧ l2/2. (1)
Using Eq. (5.3), replacing ⌧ = 2⇡p/q, l = lq + l˜00, and summing over l, l˜00, one finds:
h#, l˜|Mˆ⌧ |#0, l˜0i =  (#  #0   ⇡pq)Ml˜l˜0 (2)
where the matrixMl˜l˜0 =  l˜,l˜0 exp( i⇡pl˜2/2).
In a completely similar manner one finds:










For ⌧ = 2⇡p/q with both p and q being odd integer, we have
U (ordkr)
l˜l˜0




















.2 A solvable case with ⌧ = 2⇡/3
For ORDKR under the resonance condition ⌧ = 2⇡/3, there are three Floquet

































The eigenphase ⌦0 is independent of the Bloch phase # and so it gives a perfectly flat
band. The corresponding normalized eigenvector is (see sect.5.2.3 for notations):
u(0)0 (#) = 0
u(0)1 (#) = e
 i#/3 ⇥e 3i↵   2 cos(  + ⇡/3)⇤
u(0)2 (#) = e
 2i#/3 ⇥2 cos(    ⇡/3)  e 3i↵⇤
  = [6(1  ⌘)] 1/2 .
(8)
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.3 Proof of the Existence of Flat band
Here we give a simple proof that whenever ⌧ = 2⇡p/q, with p and q odd and
coprime integers, 1 is an infinitely degenerate proper eigenvalue of Uˆ (ordkr)2⇡M/N , that gen-
erates a flat band in the band spectrum of Uˆ (ordkr)2⇡M/N . From Eq. (4) it is immediate that
:
V(#+ ⇡) = RV†(#)R , Rj˜ l˜ :=  j˜˜ ( 1)l˜ ,
Hence, defining a matrixM1 := RM, and using thatM is diagonal, whenever pq is
an odd integer, the factorization may be rewritten as follows:
U (ordkr)(#) = M†1 V†(#)M1 V(#) . (9)
Next we introduce the following unitary matrices S(#):
Sj˜ l˜(#) = 1pq eij˜#/q e2⇡ipj˜l˜/q .
For any given #, S(#) defines a rotation of spin axes that carries V(#) to diagonal form.
For a generic q ⇥ q matrix-valued function A(#) of quasi-position let Aˇ(#) denote the
matrix S(#)†A(#)S(#). Then (9) yields:
Uˇ (ordkr)(#) = Mˇ†1 Vˇ†(#) Mˇ1 Vˇ(#) . (10)
Straightforward calculation shows that Vˇ(#) is diagonal, and Mˇ1(#) is symmetric.
Therefore, the last equation can be rewritten in the form:
Uˇ (ordkr)(#) = Mˇ⇤1 Vˇ⇤(#) Mˇ1 Vˇ(#) . (11)
where ⇤ denotes complex conjugation. It is then immediate that:
(Uˇ (ordkr))⇤(#) = W(#) Uˇ (ordkr)(#)W†(#) , (12)
where W(#) = V(#)M1. Eq. (12) says that the matrix Uˇ (ordkr)(#) is unitarily equiv-
alent to its own complex conjugate, hence its spectrum is invariant under complex
conjugation . The same is then true of the spectrum of U (ordkr)(#) , that is indeed
unitarily equivalent to Uˇ (ordkr)(#) by construction. This proves symmetry of the spec-
trum with respect to the zero eigenphase axis. As the spectrum consists of q points
on the unit circle (counting multiplicities), and q is odd, this symmetry entails that an
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odd number of eigenvalues must be real, hence equal to ±1; on the other hand, from
(11), det(Uˇ (ordkr)(#)) = |det(Mˇ1(#)|2|det(Vˇ(#))|2 = 1, so at most an even number of
eigenvales may be equal to  1. So 1 is always an eigenvalue, independent of ✓, and
this produces a flat band at zero eigenphase.
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Appendix B
.4 Expressions for reduced Floquet matrices
For ~ = 2⇡M/N withM andN being coprime and odd integers, reducedN⇥N







l= 1 hn| Uˆ |m+ l ⇥Ni eil'.
.4.1 Reduced Floquet matrix for ORDKR
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N j2  'N )ei(
2⇡









N j1  'N )ei(
2⇡















⇥ e i 2⇡ ~2 n2e i 2⇡N nj2eiK~ cos( 2⇡N j2  'N )ei 2⇡N j2m0
⇥ ei 2⇡ ~2 m02e i 2⇡N m0j1e iL~ cos( 2⇡N j1  'N )ei 2⇡N j1m.
(16)
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N j1  'N )
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If we introduce an additional periodic phase parameter ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) to the ORDKR





























⇥ e i 2⇡ ~2 n2e i 2⇡N nj2eiK~ cos( 2⇡N j2  'N )ei 2⇡N j2m0
⇥ ei 2⇡ ~2 m02e i 2⇡N m0j1e iL~ cos( 2⇡N j1  'N+↵)ei 2⇡N j1m.
(19)
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.4.2 Reduced Floquet matrix for KHM
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2⇡















































N j  'N )
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If we introduce an additional periodic phase parameter ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡) to the KHM
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.5 Calculation of symmetric B matrix
D1 is a diagonal unitary matrix and F is a unitary matrix. The corresponding
matrix elements are [D1]n,n = e
i 2⇡ ~2 n
2
, Fm,n = 1pN e
i 2⇡N mn, where ~ = 2⇡MN , and
indicesm and n take values 0, 1, · · · , N   1. We also assume k is an integer ranging
from 1 to N , and k˜ is an integer ranging from 1 to Q, with Q = (N   1)/2. From
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It is now seen that B is a symmetric matrix, i.e., Bm,n = Bn,m.
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